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Abstract
This project aimed to develop a more principled way of selecting the
best object hypotheses in the multiscale, deformable parts model of
Felzenszwalb et al. (MDPM) [10], drawing inspiration from the Hough
Forest detector of Gall and Lempitsky [13], and its probabilistic extension by Barinova et al. [4]. The focus was on how to build a meaningful
bipartite graph between some set of evidence elements and the set of
hypotheses of object locations/configurations, so the problem of picking the best possible set of detections can be solved using submodular
maximization of an objective function over that set.
We show several alternatives of how to use the information provided
by the MDPM for building such a graph. The proposed greedy detector operates directly on the response maps of the filters of the MDPM,
taking them as a representation of vote weights from the evidence elements (positions in the image) to the hypotheses described by their location, size and type. The induced objective function is analogous to the
one in [4] an can be solved with the iterative greedy algorithm for submodular maximization. Tests using the PASCAL VOC dataset showed
that this approach performs well without needing a subsequent nonmaximum suppression step, and can deal with high levels of overlap
between object instances.
The second part of the project explores the active detection task, where
the detection algorithm receives feedback from experts after each iteration. Thus, it is necessary to account for true (active) and false (inactive)
detections accordingly. This work proposes several objective functions
for the active case, modeling them as a computation of coverage of
edges in the bipartite graph of voting elements and hypotheses, where
the goal is to cover most of the graph as quickly as possible. The functions are formally shown to comply with the required mathematical
properties of monotonicity and submodularity. In the positive case,
coverage is based on the overlaps between voting windows (which define neighboring edges), while in the negative case coverage is based
on the similarity of edges. Initial tests indicated that further research is
needed for specific parts of the system, but the approach is theoretically
sound.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Multiple object detection is one of the fundamental challenges in Computer
Vision. Common object detection methods (i.e., Hough Transform based
methods [13], sliding window based methods [10], [11]) use non-maximum
suppression or mode-seeking to locate and distinguish peaks in hypotheses space. Such post-processing requires tuning of many parameters and
is often fragile, especially when objects are located spatially close to each
other. Recently, [4] proposed a new probabilistic framework for object detection, which bypasses the problem of multiple peak identification, and allows
detection of multiple objects without invoking non-maximum suppression
heuristics.
This thesis addresses the problem of localizing multiple instances of generic
objects from different categories (i. e., people and bicycles) in a static image. This is a difficult problem because: (1) Object categories can have a
very large intra-class variability in appearance and shape (e.g., people wear
different clothes and take a variety of poses); and (2) In multi-class settings,
the detection method should be discriminant to inter-class and clutter variations and invariant to intra-class variations. In order to do that, the aim was
to develop a more principled way of selecting the best object hypotheses in
the multiscale, deformable parts model (MDPM) of Felzenszwalb et al. [10],
drawing inspiration from the Hough Forest detector of Gall and Lempitsky
[13], and its probabilistic extension by Barinova et al. [4].
The focus here was on how to build a meaningful bipartite graph between
some set of evidence elements and the set of hypotheses of object locations/
configurations, so the problem of picking the best possible set of detections
can be solved using submodular maximization of an objective function.
We show several alternatives of how to use the information provided by the
MDPM for building such a graph. The proposed greedy detector of chapter
3 operates directly on the response maps of the filters of the MDPM, using
1
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their values as weights of edges going from the evidence elements (positions
in the image) to the hypotheses described by their location, size and type.
The induced objective function is analogous to the one in [4] and also to
the facility location task, whose function is monotone submodular and thus
can be maximized with an iterative greedy algorithm, with a theoretically
guaranteed approximation factor of 1 − e−1 ≈ 0.632. Tests show that this approach performs reasonably well (Figure 1.1) and can deal with high levels
of overlap between object instances (being even able to detect objects whose
bounding boxes are completely encompassed by others). The model was
used for the task of single-class multiple objects detection, and evaluated on
the PASCAL VOC dataset.
The second part of the project explores the active detection task, where
the detection algorithm receives feedback from experts after each iteration.
Thus, it is necessary to account for true (active) and false (inactive) detections accordingly. This work proposes several objective functions for the
active case, modeling them as a computation of coverage of edges in the bipartite graph of voting elements and hypotheses, where the goal is to cover
most of the graph as quickly as possible. The functions are formally shown
to comply with the required mathematical properties of monotonicity and
submodularity.
For the computation of coverage when the picked hypothesis is identified
as positive, we need to discount the votes that the elements supporting that
hypothesis cast for other hypotheses (the so-called neighboring edges of the
graph). If the pixels are the voting elements, they will cast votes for every
hypothesis that is supported by a window that spans the pixel. If we use
instead the windows themselves as voting elements, they will fully vote for
their associated hypothesis, and partially vote for neighboring hypotheses
in direct relation with the area of their overlaps. In both cases, the coverage
is based on the overlaps between the used filter windows.
For the computation of negative coverage, whenever a hypothesis is found to
be false, we would like to decrease the weights of any votes that are similar
to the votes going directly to that hypothesis. Thus, we need to define a
measure of similarity between voting edges. This metric can be used for
grouping them in clusters of similar edges, so that whenever an edge is
found to be voting for a false hypothesis, the weights of all the edges in the
same cluster are partially discounted.
Finally, for the active scenario, an expected marginal gain between the positive and negative outcomes is computed, and the hypothesis with the largest
gain is the one picked in the next iteration. Then, the corresponding edges
of the graph are updated to reflect the effect of the outcome.
Preliminary tests run with the active detector gave mixed results, since no
particularly high advantage was observed when using the first prototype
2
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of the detector. This indicated that further research is needed for specific
details of the system (particularly regarding the interaction between hypotheses of different mixture components), but the approach is theoretically
sound and shows promise.

Precision/Recall chart, class person, test set, max detections=16
1
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Figure 1.1: ROC curves showing the performance of the main proposed detectors (thick lines),
with the PASCAL VOC 2008 person test set

1.1

Overview of the work

Chapter 2 offers a condensed summary of the three works that motivated
this thesis. The descriptions were limited to the parts that are relevant for
this project. The more interested reader can refer to the corresponding papers for more details. At the end of the chapter, there is a very brief reference
of submodularity and its properties (more information can be found in [19]
and [16]).
Chapter 3 starts by pointing out some limitations of the MDPM used as the
base system (voc-release3), and then it shows how it can be modeled as a
bipartite graph, where the votes come from the response maps of the filters
at each level of the feature pyramid. Then, the greedy detector is introduced,
and some secondary features of it are explained.
3
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Chapter 4 deals with the submodular functions proposed for the computation of the positive coverage (the so-called passive detectors). Here the functions are formally shown to comply with the desired properties of monotonicity and submodularity. At the end of the chapter there is discussion of
how to apply these functions to the specific case of the MDPM.
Chapter 5 introduces the objective function for negative coverage (based on
similarity of edges and clustering), and then it shows how the positive and
negative coverage functions are combined in the active detector.
Chapter 6 starts by listing several implementation details, and then it describes the evaluation metrics that were used and the obtained results.
Chapter 7 finishes the document by summarizing the main conclusions and
listing some possible further research directions.
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Chapter 2

Background review

The problem of object detection was always been prevalent in the fields of
computer vision, artificial intelligence, cognitive science and many others.
In the broadest sense, the goal is to build a system that given an image of a
real-world scene, is able to acknowledge the presence of objects of some predefined class (category), and moreover, to specify its location in the image
(in terms of position and size). The problem has always been challenging
since these “classes” correspond to categories that have no formal or objective definition, but only an intuitive and subjective one (e.g. people, cars,
dogs, bicycles, etc.) Thus, the system has to be able to discern among an
extremely high variability in shape, size, colors, pose, and so on; besides the
also possible (and always-present) variations of illumination or viewpoint in
the image itself.
There are several strategies to tackle the challenge of object detection in
images, and among the most widespread there are the sliding window and the
patch-based approaches. Since the problem of object detection by itself is not
the central topic of this thesis project (instead, the application of submodular
optimization to it), we will only provide a brief reference of the current stateof-the-art and the fundamental concepts that we need to be familiar with in
order to introduce our new approach in the following chapters.

2.1

Sliding window approach

Many effective object recognition systems rely on binary classification, deciding only if an object is present or not, but not providing information
on the actual object location [20]. To perform localization, one can take a
sliding- or scanning-window approach, which rely on evaluating a confidence
function (a classifier score such as the similarity between a template and the
test area) over many rectangular subareas of the image and taking its maximum (or maxima in the case of multiple object detection) as the object’s
5
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location(s) [20]. The sliding window approach could be considered: a exhaustive search over all possible image locations (at least if done naively),
a kind of segmentation (since the detected location will provide an indication —albeit very rough, usually in the form of a bounding rectangle– of
the border of the object) and a reduction of the localization problem to a
classification problem.
There are two subtleties to keep in mind when applying this approach, as
is described in [25]. First, not all instances of an object will be the same
size in the image. This means we need to search over scale as well. The
easy way to do this is to prepare a pyramid (i.e. a pile of rescaled versions
of the image), and then run the sliding window detector on each layer of
the pyramid. The second important issue is that some windows will overlap
considerably. Since adjacent and heavily overlapping windows will share
most of their feature elements, all of them will be given a high score by the
classifier, and thus we might obtain multiple detections of the same ground
truth object. The usual way to counteract this problem is by using nonmaximum suppression, where windows that got a local maximum of score
suppress their neighbors.
Up to this point we have talked about the embedded object classifier (the one
that assigns a score to each window according to its confidence of containing
an instance of the object class) in very general terms. There are multiple
ways to do this, and they often involve the computation of a similarity or
(cross-)correlation between the sub-window and an appropriate template of
the object category to detect, both represented in terms of a suitable set of
features or descriptors.
One of such sets of descriptors, which has had a strong success in practice
and which is used by both the underlying system in [11] and our extended
system, is the Histogram of oriented gradients or HOG, developed by Dalal
and Triggs [7]. As is explained in their influential paper, the method is
based on “evaluating well-normalized local histograms of image gradient
orientations in a dense grid” ([7], p. 1). Basically, the local object appearance
and shape are characterized by the distribution of “local intensity gradients
or edge directions” ([7], p. 2). This is implemented by dividing the image
window into small spatial cells, where each cell accumulates a local 1-D
histogram of gradient directions or edge orientations over the pixels of the
cell [7]. The combined histogram entries form the representation. For better
invariance to illumination, shadowing, etc., they also contrast-normalized
the local responses, by accumulating a measure of local “energy” over a
larger region (spanning several cells) and dividing the cell values by that
measure [7].
As widespread and successful as they are, sliding-window-based detectors
(at least in their plan-vanilla version) have a serious limitation: they are not
6
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very robust to variations of appearance within the bounding rectangle. If
the objects to detect have a relatively well-behaved appearance and do not
deform much (as might be the case with inanimate objects such as cars or
lamps), then the sliding-window detector performs reasonably well. However, for other categories with a very high variability of poses or shapes
(e.g. a person detector, which has to take into account that people can be
standing, sitting or lying horizontally, plus their heads and limbs could be
in an almost arbitrary orientation with respect to the body), just one slidingwindow filter will not be rich enough to capture all those possibilities. It is
then when a deformable parts model comes into play, as the system proposed
by Felzenszwalb et al. ([10], [11]), which is described in more detail in the
next section.

2.1.1

The discriminatively trained, multiscale, deformable part model
of Felzenszwalb et al.

To the date of writing of this report, there were five releases available of the
discriminatively trained, Multiscale, Deformable Part Model (MDPM) developed
by Felzenszwalb, Girschick, McAllester and Ramanan. The first version
(voc-release1) is described in [10]. The fifth and last release (voc-release5),
which is the state-of-the-art detector incorporating weak-label structural SVM,
a grammar-based person model and several performance improvements, is
described in [14] and [15]. The version that we are concerned with and the
one that is explained in this section is the third release (voc-release3, as
described in [11]). This particular release was chosen because it already incorporates most of the important innovations of the MDPM, it has already
been thoroughly tried and tested, either stand-alone or as a pre-processing
step in larger systems; while at the same time remains simple enough to
be used as a starting point, and most of the implementation is available in
MATLAB R 1 .
The MDPM uses a set of window filters on HOG features that describe each
of the possible object categories to be found in the images. Each category
is modeled by a “root” filter that describes the overall shape of the object,
plus a fixed number of “part” filters (six in voc-release3) that describe
important sub-areas of the object at a higher resolution (twice the resolution
for voc-release3). Besides, each category is modeled by a mixture model
of components, accounting for the different viewpoints or variation within
the category [11] (e.g. for people, one component is a full frontal view
of a person, and the other is just the chest and head; or for bicycles, one
component is a front view and the other a side view).
1 A few performance-critical routines were written in C and are called within MATLAB
using the MEX framework.
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During training time, the system learns the displacements of the parts with
respect to the root (the “anchor vectors”). Also, the parts are allowed to
deviate from the ideal position, incurring in a penalty (deformation cost)
that depends of the distance from the anchor position. In general, each
hypothesis of object can be characterized by z = ( p0 , . . . , pn ), where each
pi is the location ( x, y, l ) in the feature pyramid (determined by the spatial
position ( x, y) and the level l associated to a scale s). The exact number of
levels in the pyramid will depend of the size of the image, and the parameter
λ indicates the number of levels in an octave (i.e. the interval in which the
scale changes by a factor of 2).
So, a hypothesis z is scored in the following way:
n

score(z) =

∑ score(i-th filter @ pi ) − (deformation costs) + (bias term)

i =0

Or more accurately:
n 

score(z) = F00 · Φ( H, p0 ) + ∑ Fi0 · Φ( H, pi ) − di · φd (dxi , dyi ) + b

(2.1)

i =1

In the expression (2.1), Fi0 is a filter represented as an array of w × h cells,
each of which contains a HOG descriptor of 31 components.2 In the MDPM
framework, F00 is the root filter (encompassing the entire object) and the Fi0 for
i = 1 . . . n are the part filters, which specialize in some sub-component of the
object and were trained at twice the resolution. The term Φ( H, pi ) represents
the contents of the feature pyramid H at location pi = ( xi , yi , li ) (where the
feature pyramid also consists of cells represented by a 31-dimensional HOG
descriptor). Thus, the dot product Fi0 · Φ( H, pi ) is no more than the response
of the i-th filter at position pi of the pyramid.
Besides the raw filter responses, we also assign a deformation cost to each
part filter response, depending of its relative displacement from the ideal
“anchor” position that the part should have with respect to the root window
(those positions were learned during training time). If the part window is
located at ( xi , yi ), the root window at ( x0 , y0 ) and the anchor position relative
to the root is vi , then the displacement is given by ([11])

(dxi , dyi ) = ( xi , yi ) − (2( x0 , y0 ) + vi )
2 Originally,

the full HOG descriptor consisted of 108 dimensions (by using 4 different
normalizations and 27 dimensional histograms over orientations: 9 contrast-insensitive and
18 contrast-sensitive). However these were reduced by using an analytic projection, i.e. a
dot product of the HOG feature vector with the unitary vector of each of the 31 axes. This
dimensionality reduction proved to be almost as good as a full-fledged PCA but considerably
less expensive. For more details the reader can refer to [10] or [11].

8
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From this displacement we extract the deformation features, defined as
φd (dxi , dyi ) = (dx, dy, dx2 , dy2 ) which are then weighted by the deformation coefficients di (note that in general “the deformation cost is an arbitrary
separable quadratic function of the displacements”, [11], p. 6).
Finally, the bias term b is added so it is possible to compare scores of different
models when they are combined into a mixture model (more on this later).
More formally, the deformable part model M with n parts can represented
as a (n + 2)-tuple of the form ( F0 , P1 , . . . , Pn , b) with F0 as the root filter
and each Pi corresponds to the i-th part filter, also represented as a 3-tuple
of ( Fi , vi , di ) (the filter itself, the anchor vector and the deformation coefficients). In practice, both the model representation and the values of the
feature pyramid at the locations defined by z can be encoded in two vectors:
the model as the vector β:
β = ( F00 , F10 , . . . , Fn0 , d1 , . . . , dn , b)
and the image features at hypothesis z (plus the corresponding deformation
features as the vector Ψ( H, z):
Ψ( H, z) = (Φ( H, p0 ), . . . , Φ( H, pn ), −φd (dx1 , dy1 ), . . . , −φd (dxn , dyn ), 1)
Then it comes that the score of some hypothesis z can be simply represented
as a dot product of the model representation and the image features representation:
score(z) = β · Ψ( H, z)
(2.2)
Now, note that the expression (2.1) will give us the score of some root-parts
hypothesis z = ( p0 , p1 , . . . , pn ), were the positions of the part windows are
still free variables. What we actually need is a best possible location for an
object (a local maximum in the score map) that corresponds to a single location of the (root) hypothesis and a suitable location of its parts. This is
achieved by computing an “overall score for each root location according to
the best possible placement of the parts” ([11], p. 6):
score( p0 ) = max score( p0 , ..., pn )
p1 ,...,pn

(2.3)

In practice, this computation is performed much more efficiently by first
applying a distance transform3 (determined by φd and di ) to the responses of
the part filters. If we represent the response of the i-th filter in the l-th level
of the pyramid as Ri,l ( x, y) = Fi0 · Φ( H, ( x, y, l )), the transformed response
of the same filter will correspond to:
Di,l ( x, y) = max ( Ri,l ( x + dx, y + dy) − di · φd (dx, dy))
dx,dy

(2.4)

3 The actual implementation uses dynamic programming and generalized distance transforms via min-convolutions, as described in [9] and [12].
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It comes then that the transformed part responses can be just added to the
root response in the following way:
n

score( x0 , y0 , l0 ) = R0,l0 ( x0 , y0 ) + ∑ Di,l0 −λ (2( x0 , y0 ) + vi ) + b

(2.5)

i =1

Then, the picked hypotheses are just the positions in the total response matrix (for each scale) that are above certain threshold. The entire process (for
a given level of the pyramid) is depicted in Fig. 4 of [10]. When obtaining
the distance transform, the system also computes the optimal displacement
of the part with respect to its ideal anchor position:
Pi,l ( x, y) = arg max ( Ri,l ( x + dx, y + dy) − di · φd (dx, dy))

(2.6)

dx,dy

This value will prove to be extremely useful for when we need to backtrack
the position of a voting part given its root, for the new proposed system.
We have so far described the main features of the MDPM. There are several other components of the system that are not central to this project but
deserve to be mentioned nevertheless:
Latent SVM
The core classifier (that assigns scores to the different hypotheses z in an
image example x) is described by a function of the form
f β ( x ) = max β · Φ( x, z)
z∈ Z ( x )

(2.7)

where β is the vector of model parameters, and x is the input image (or some
appropriate set of features taken from it). Note that the variable z does not
appear in f β ( x ), it is a latent value. Intuitively, x is the representation of the
image and we want to detect instances of objects in it that will have some
score assigned (by f β ). However, these instances will be at some location in x,
expressed as z, which was not given explicitly but is inherent to the detected
instance (thus, latent). The set Z ( x ) defines the possible latent values for a
given x, i.e. the set of feasible hypotheses. Given a set of training examples
D = (h x1 , y1 i, . . . , h xn , yn i) where yi ∈ {−1, 1}, it is possible to find the
parameters β that best classify the set by minimizing the objective function
L D ( β) of a latent SVM. A subtlety of latent SVMs is that they lead to a nonconvex optimization problem (the maximum of linear functions defined by
f β is not convex for positive examples). In [11] they overcome this problem
by using a coordinate descent approach: first they fix the parameters β and
find the best latent values Z p for each positive example; and then, fixing
Z p , they optimize over β. Repeated application of this procedure ensures
convergence to some local optimum (taking proper care in order to ensure
a good initialization).
10
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Training models and learning parameters
In order to train the system, the authors of [11] used the PASCAL datasets,
which contain thousands of images annotated with bounding boxes and
a class label for each target object present in the image [11]. Recall from
the previous section that in order to learn the parameters β we defined
a latent SVM training problem, with a set of (image, bounding box) pairs
P = {( I, B)} as the positive examples, and another set of background images
N as the negative examples. A positive bounding box ( I, B) ∈ P specifies
that the detector should “fire” (i.e. give a high score) in a location defined
by B. Thus, we define a positive example x for each ( I, B) for the LSVM
problem. The bounding box B will determine the set of (positive) feasible
hypotheses Z ( x ), which is here defined so that all the z ∈ Z ( x ) have root
windows that overlap with B by at least 50%. For a negative image I ∈ N, the
function should not “fire” in any location of the feature pyramid of I. Thus, a
negative example x is defined for each location in the pyramid of I. Since the
number of negative examples will be overwhelmingly large, the authors of
[11] use a data-mining algorithm that iteratively looks for “hard negatives”,
i.e. negatives instances that have a low confidence of classification.
Bounding box prediction
As a post-processing step, the system described in [11] uses the “complete
configuration of an object hypothesis, z, to predict a better bounding box
for the object” ([11], p. 14), instead of just returning the root window as the
output. This is achieved by using functions that map a feature vector g(z)
to the top-left ( x1 , y1 ) and bottom-right ( x2 , y2 ) corners of the ground truth
bounding box. The features are the width of the root filter (as an indicator of
the scale) plus the location of the upper-left corner of each filter of the picked
component (root and parts). So, after training the model, the authors of [11]
used the detected boxes on each instance to learn four linear functions (for
the corners’ coordinates x1 , y1 , x2 and y2 ) from the features in g(z) via linear
least-squares regression.
Non-maximum suppression
Since just naively picking the local maxima of the score map will usually
result in multiple overlapping detections for the same object instance, the
system described in [11] performs non-maximum suppression for eliminating these duplicates, using a greedy approach. The output of the system
consist of a list of detections, defined by a bounding box and a score. The
non-maximum suppression routine just sorts the detections by score, and
greedily selects the highest scored box, getting rid of any other boxes that
are at least 50% covered by the selected box. [11] This process is repeated
until all the boxes have been either picked or discarded. It is worth notic11
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ing that, in contrast to the PASCAL standard (that defines the overlap of two
boxes as the area of their intersection divided by the area of their union), the
overlap measure used in this routine is the area of the intersection divided
by the area of the covered box.

2.2

Hough transform-based approaches

Another way of dealing with the high variability within an object class (either intra-class variations or external conditions) is to take “a bottom-up,
part-based approach, where the detections of individual parts or features
are integrated to reason about the existence of entire objects” ([13], p. 1).
This is in contrast with the plain-vanilla sliding-window approach that uses
the entire window as an indivisible (atomic) entity in order to get evidence
of the presence of an object at its location. (It it worth noting, however, that
star-based models such as the MDPM of [11], where there are individual
sliding-window detectors for each sub-part of the object, represent in a way
a hybrid between these two strategies.)
The Hough transform is a classical computer vision technique with more
than 50 years of existence [4]. It was “initially suggested as a method for
line detection in edge maps of images and later extended to detect general
low-parametric entities such as circles” ([4], p. 1). A more recent development (dating back to the 1980’s) is the generalized Hough transform [3], where
the detections of individual voting parts cast probabilistic votes for possible
locations of the centroid of the whole object; the detection hypotheses then
correspond to the maxima of the Hough image that accumulates the votes
from all parts.
All variants of the Hough transform work by converting the input image
into a new representation called the Hough image, which lives in a domain
called the Hough space [4]. Each point in the Hough space “corresponds
to a hypothesis of existence of an object instance at some particular location
and/or configuration” ([4], p. 1) (the dimensionality of the Hough space
is then the number of degrees of freedom for the location/configuration of
the object). As mentioned before, the Hough image is built by aggregating
the contributions of the individual voting elements, taken from the image or
some appropriate set of features of it. The detections will be then identified
as peaks in the Hough image, with the height of the peak as an indicator of
the confidence of the detection [13], [4].

2.2.1

The Hough Forest object detector of Gall and Lempitsky

The method of class-specific Hough Forests by Gall and Lempitsky [13] is a
good example of an object detector based on the generalized Hough transform. As opposed to the method of Leibe et al. [21] which learns a codebook
12
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of interest point descriptors typical for a given class (the implicit shape model
or ISM), [13] takes a more discriminative approach: it learns a direct mapping between the appearance of an image patch and its Hough vote, by
using the random forest framework4 ([2], [6]). Given a dataset of training images with the annotated bounding boxes, the learned random forest is able
to map an image patch to a probabilistic vote about the position of an object
centroid. At runtime, patches of the test image are fed to the forest and “the
resulting votes are accumulated in the Hough image, where the maxima are
sought.” ([13], p. 1)
Each tree T of the forest is constructed based on a set of patches {Pi =
(Ii , ci , di )} that are sampled from the training collection of images, some
of them containing examples of object instances with their bounding boxes.
The appearance Ii is defined by the extracted feature channels of the 16-by16-pixel patches, to which simple pixel-based tests are applied. The class
label ci gets a value of 1 if the patch was sampled from a true object’s
bounding box (object patch) or 0 if it was sampled from the background
(background patch). In addition, the offset vector di stores the offset from
the centroid of the bounding box to the centroid of an object patch (di is
undefined for background patches). For each leaf node L in the constructed
tree, CL stores the proportion of object patches that reached it (0 ≤ CL ≤ 1)
and the list DL = {di } stores their offset vectors. [13]
At runtime, the information stored at the leaf nodes of the trees is used to
cast probabilistic votes about the existence of the object at some position. If
we consider that the size of the bounding boxes is fixed to W × H during
both training and testing (the unit-scale setting), a hypothesis of presence of
an object is fully determined by the centroid of its bounding box. Having a
patch P (y) = (I(y), c(y), d(y)) centered at position y, with appearance I(y),
hidden class label c(y) and hidden offset vector d(y); plus E( x ) denoting the
random event of the existence of an object centered at position x, the goal is
to compute the probabilistic evidence p( E( x ) | I(y)) that the appearance of
the patch P (y) brings about the probability of E( x ) at different position x
in the image [13]. Assuming that only the patches within the bounding box
centered at x provide evidence for E( x ), it is shown in [13] that for a single
tree T :
"

#
1
1
k(y − x ) − dk2
p( E( x ) | I(y); T ) =
exp −
· CL (2.8)
| DL | d∈∑
2πσ2
2σ2
D
L

4A

typical random forest consists of a set of binary decision trees. At training time, each
non-leaf node in each tree is assigned a binary test applicable to any data sample, that will
then go to one of the two children of the node depending on the result of the test. The
training is supervised, and consists of building the tree itself and assigning each leaf node
the information about the samples reaching it (e.g. the class distribution). At runtime, a
test sample is passed down all the trees in the forest, and the output is the average of the
distributions at the reached leaf nodes [13].
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where σ2 I2×2 is the covariance of a Gaussian Parzen window used to estimate the distribution of offsets based on the vectors in DL . For the entire
forest {Tt }tT=1 , the average of the probabilities coming from all trees is taken:
p( E( x ) | I(y); {Tt }tT=1 ) =

1
T

T

∑ p(E(x) | I(y); T )

(2.9)

t =1

The expression in (2.9) gives the probabilistic vote cast by a single patch. The
votes coming from all the different patches are integrated in [13] in an additive (and clearly non-probabilistic) way into a Hough image V ( x ), which for
each pixel location x accumulates the votes coming from the nearby patches:
V (x) =

∑

p( E( x ) | I(y); {Tt }tT=1 )

(2.10)

y∈ B( x )

The authors of [13] also discuss strategies of how to compute (2.9) and (2.10)
efficiently. In addition, they describe how to extend to system to handle the
multi-scale scenario.

2.2.2

The probabilistic Hough Forest detector of Barinova et al.

Although successful in practice, the system presented in [13] (and similar
others) has a major shortcoming: they do not incorporate a consistent probabilistic model. In other words, Hough-based detection as presented in [13]
does not allow hypotheses to explain away the voting elements [4]. Consider
for example, a true detection that was found as a local maximum in the
Hough image. The elements that voted for such hypothesis h are also likely
to vote for other hypotheses nearby, but the fact that h was found to be true
does not decrease at all the votes for the false positives. In practice, this situation is overcome by the use of non-maximum suppression [4] (similar to what
is done in the MDPM from section 2.1.1), which is ultimately a heuristic
without strong theoretical backup.
The paper by Barinova, Lempitsky and Kohli [4] addresses this limitation
directly. They introduce a probabilistic framework that can be used as an
extension of previous works on Hough-based detection such as [21] or [13],
incorporating multiple objects detection via an energy optimization (MAPinference).
The framework in [4] starts by assuming that the image consists of N voting elements (which could be pixels, patches, segments, etc. according to
the base model being used). There is also a Hough or hypothesis space H,
where each point h ∈ H corresponds to a hypothesis about the presence of
an object instance (line, pedestrian or an arbitrary object class) at some particular location/configuration. Then, the detection task can be formulated as
finding a finite subset of the Hough space corresponding to actual (ground
14
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truth) objects, i.e. the detections. Formally, for each hypothesis h there is a
binary random variable yh that is 1 if h corresponds to a real object and 0
otherwise. In a similar way, each voting element i has an associated random
variable xi that takes a value h ∈ H ∪ { h0 } if i was generated by the object
h (or the background clutter h0 ). Then, the Hough votes in the standard
Hough-based detection setting correspond roughly to the logarithms of the
object likelihoods: V ( xi = h| Ii ) = log p( xi = h| Ii ), and their summation is
equivalent than assuming that the distributions over hypotheses generating
voting elements are independent (which is clearly a crude assumption) [4].
The innovation of [4] was to choose a more principled interpretation instead
of just summing the votes. They model the joint distribution over all the
random variables x = { xi } and y = {yh } in order to determine their values
via a MAP inference process. The joint posterior of x and y is (by Bayes
rule) p( x, y| I ) ∝ p( I | x, y) · p( x, y). Assuming that the prior p( x, y) can be
separated in priors on the xi and y, and that the latter is a MDL prior (that
penalizes the number of active hypotheses, preferring explanations with as
few objects as possible), the full posterior is (up to normalization constants):
p( x, y| I ) ∝

N

N

i =1

i =1

∏ p(xi | Ii ) · ∏ yx · ∏ exp(−λyh )
i

(2.11)

h∈H

(the second product term is just for ensuring that y xi = 1, ∀ xi , i.e. that all
assigned hypotheses are actually present in the image).
The authors of [4] compute the MAP-inference by taking the logarithm of
(2.11) (represented by E( x, y)) and presenting it as a maximization problem.
They realize that the associated graph has a bipartite structure (elements i
voting for hypotheses h) and that the optimal values of xi can be obtained
independently, if the y are given. Thus:


N
Ey (y) = max E( x, y) = ∑ −λyh + ∑ max max ui (h), ui (h0 )
(2.12)
x

h∈H

i =1

h:yh =1

where ui ( xi ) = log p( xi | Ii ) is effectively the vote or score assigned by the
voting element i to the hypothesis xi = h.
The final and crucial insight was that the expression (2.12) can be seen as an
instance of the well-known facility location problem, with the important property that the objective function is submodular. Although the general problem
maximizing submodular functions is NP-hard, good approximations have
been studied thoroughly (see [19], [16] or [4] for this particular application).
In [4], the authors used the greedy algorithm, that iteratively picks the hypothesis of maximum incremental gain, and is proven to have an approximation factor of 1 − e−1 . As we shall see in the next chapter, this is precisely the
approach that we would like to adapt to the deformable parts based model.
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2.3

Submodular functions and their properties

In the previous section we refer to the facility location problem and the
submodular nature of its objective function. In order to have a clear understanding of the concepts of submodularity and monotonicity as properties of
set functions (functions f : 2V → R that assign each subset S ⊆ V a value
f (S)), we reproduce here some fundamental definitions as they were presented in [19]. In all cases, we will assume that f (∅) = 0, i.e. the empty set
carries no value.
Definition 2.1 (Discrete derivative) For a set function f : 2V → R, S ⊆ V and
e ∈ V, let ∆ f (e | S) := f (S ∪ {e}) − f (S) be the discrete derivative (also called
marginal gain) of f at S with respect to e.
Definition 2.2 (Submodularity) A function f : 2V → R is submodular if for
every A ⊆ B ⊆ V and e ∈ V \ B it holds that
∆(e | A) ≥ ∆(e | B)
Equivalently, a function f : 2V → R is submodular if for every A, B ⊆ V,
f (A ∪ B) + f (A ∩ B) ≤ f (A) + f (B)
Definition 2.3 (Monotonicity) A function f : 2V → R is monotone if for every
A ⊆ B ⊆ V, f (A) ≤ f (B).
Equivalently, a function f is monotone iff all its discrete derivatives are non-negative,
i.e., iff for every A ⊆ V and e ∈ V it holds that ∆(e | A) ≥ 0.
Definition 2.4 (Modularity) A function f : 2V → R is modular if the inequalities characterizing submodularity hold with equality, i.e. for all A, B ⊆ V it holds
that f (A ∪ B) + f ( A ∩ B) = f ( A) + f ( B).
We present below a (certainly not exhaustive) list of properties of submodular and monotone functions, that will be of special relevance for several
proofs presented in this work (the avid reader can refer to [19] or [16] if a
more detailed and formal description is required):
• Submodularity is preserved under non-negative linear combinations,
i.e. if g1 , . . . , gn : 2V → R are submodular and α1 , . . . , αn ≥ 0, then
f (S) = ∑in=1 αi gi (S) is submodular as well.
• The composition of any monotone modular function g : 2V → R and
any concavep
function h : R → R is monotone submodular. For example, f (S) = |S|.
• Restriction If f (S) is submodular in V, and V 0 is a subset of V, then it
holds that f 0 (S) = f (S ∩ V 0 ) is submodular as well.
• Truncation If g : 2V → R is (monotone) submodular, so is f (S) :=
min{ g(S), c} for any constant c.
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Chapter 3

Problem modeling and greedy solution

In chapter 2, we made a brief review of the two most prevalent approaches
for tackling the problem of object detection in images: sliding windows and
Hough transform methods. We focused on three works in particular: the
multiscale, deformable part model (MDPM) of [11]; and the Hough forest
model in both its original form [13] and probabilistic extension [4]. In this
chapter, we discuss some limitations of the system described in [11] and how
it could be extended by taking several concepts from [4] and specifically by
the use of monotone submodular objective functions.

3.1

Mathematical notation

Before going further, it is of interest to define the mathematical symbols
and notation used through this work. The aim has been to use notation
that is standard in the fields of computer science, artificial intelligence and
graphical models. Whenever possible, we have tried to be consistent with
the notation used in [11], [13], [4], [19] and [16]; although a few changes
were needed. The full list of symbols can be found in Table 3.1.
In general, sets are denoted by calligraphic upper case letters such as A,
H or V . Variables are represented by lower case letters (v, h, x, etc.) and
typically indexed by i or j if they are part of a set or sequence (e.g. vi , h j ).
Vector are denoted by letters in bold, e.g. v, d. In a few occasions, a symbol
will have more than one meaning (specially if it was used in several different
sources), but these are always in different aspects of the study so the current
meaning of a symbol should become clear from the context.
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Table 3.1: Notation used in this work
Symbol

Definition

Deformable parts model
Fw×h

filter defined as a matrix of size w × h

F0

filter defined as a vector of size wh (row major order)

H

feature pyramid (F.P.)

λ

number of levels in an octave of the feature pyramid

p = ( x, y, l )

location at the feature pyramid: position ( x, y), level l

Φ( H, p, w, h)

concatenated vector of the values of the feature pyramid
at position p, in a window of size w × h

F 0 · Φ( H, p)

response of the feature pyramid to filter F 0 at position
p (the size of Φ is implicitly given by F 0 )

M

model of n parts ( F0 , P1 , . . . , Pn , b), a (n + 2)-tuple

Pi

deformable part ( Fi , vi , di ), a 3-tuple

Fi

each of the filters of the model, i = 0 for the root and
i = 1 . . . n for the parts

vi ∈ R2

anchor position of part i relative to the root (2-vector)

di ∈ R4

deformation cost coefficients (4-vector)

b∈R

bias term of the model

z = ( p0 , . . . , p n )

hypothesis, i.e. the location of each filter in the F.P.

(dxi , dyi )

displacement of the i-th relative to its anchor position

φd (dx, dy)

deformation features, defined as (dx, dy, dx2 , dy2 )

β

vector of model parameters ( F00 , . . . , Fn0 , d1 , . . . , dn , b)

Ψ( H, z)

vector encoding the values of the F.P. at the positions
given by z plus the deformation features φd of each part

score(z)

overall score of hypothesis z

Ri,l ( x, y)

response of the i-th filter in the l-th level of the F.P.

Di,l ( x, y)

distance transform of Ri,l ( x, y)

m

number of components in the mixture model

k ∈ [1, m]

component index
Continues...
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Table 3.1: Notation used in this work (Cont.)
Symbol

Definition

Image and object location parameters
c

object class

M

mixture model of fixed structure, defined by β

D

set of training examples

h x, yi ∈ D

training example, with an associated image x and feature pyramid H ( x ), plus a label y ∈ {−1, 1}

P = {( Ii , Bi )}

set of positive examples from the images Ii

N = { Ji }

set of negative examples from the images Ji

( I, B)

a positive bounding box B at image I

Z(x)

set of possible latent values (in this case, locations of
hypotheses) for an example x

Greedy detector (sum-max objective)

( x, y)

absolute position in the image (in pixels)

( x̂, ŷ)

relative position in some response map, at some level l
of the response pyramid

h∗

highest scored hypothesis among the candidates

µ

cost of adding an additional hypothesis to the selection
set A
radius of the area of influence around some location
( x̂, ŷ) in the response map to be discounted

ε
κ

coefficient that controls the magnitude of overlap discount applied to some hypothesis h

ovl(h, h0 )

overlap ratio between two windows h and h0

omin

minimum overlap ratio between a hypothesis and an
existing detection for applying the overlap discount

Eh

set of hypotheses associated with h for hypothesis expansion

αmax

maximum area factor of the hypotheses h0 ∈ Eh associated with h for hypothesis expansion
Continues...
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Table 3.1: Notation used in this work (Cont.)
Symbol

Definition

Hypotheses, voting elements and bipartite graph

H

hypothesis space, or the set of all possible hypotheses
for a given image

hj ∈ H

a hypothesis about the presence of an object of interest

A⊂H

the set of the picked hypotheses

yj ∈ O

random variable that takes the value 1 if the hypothesis
h j corresponds to a real object and -1 otherwise

O = {−1, 1}

set of possible outcomes for the veracity of some hypothesis

V

voting space, or the set of all the image elements that
can cast a vote for the presence of some hypothesis h

vi ∈ V

a voting element, normally a fixed feature from the image

wij ∈ R≥0

weight of the vote of element vi for hypothesis h j

G

the bipartite graph defined by the voting elements {vi }
and the hypotheses { h j } as the two sets of nodes, and
the set of edges {(vi , h j )} having each a weight wij .

xj ⊂ V

a voting window, defined as the set of voting elements
v that vote together for some hypothesis h j

r j , p j,k ⊂ V

specific notation for the roots and parts voting windows

d j,k

deformation coefficient of the k-th part of hypothesis h j

c

index of the cluster that contains some edge (v, h) of the
graph, also defined as a relation c : V × H → Z+

yA ⊂ H × O

the set of pairs (hypothesis, outcome) used in the active
detection setup

nneg (v, h, y A )

count of the number of inactive hypotheses in A that
are being voted by edges in the same cluster than (v, h)

γ = g(nneg )

a concave function with range in [0, 1] of the proportion
of edges that should be covered due to negative (inactive) hypotheses
Continues...
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Table 3.1: Notation used in this work (Cont.)
Symbol

Definition

Wk

a (voting) window of type k, with dimension wk × hk

NWi ,Wj

the maximum number of distinct windows of type Wj
that can overlap with a window of type Wi

NT,Wk

the maximum number of distinct windows of all types
that can overlap with a window of type Wk

σk ≤ 1

the size correction factor for all hypotheses with associated windows of type Wk

Ah

the voting window of some hypothesis h, defined as the
set of elements (normally pixels) that cast a non-zero
vote for h, or in other words, the set of elements v that
are connected to h by some edge (v, h) in the graph G

| Ah |

the number of elements of the set Ah . If the elements
are pixels, this value corresponds to the area of the window associated with h.
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3.2

Shortcomings of the original MDPM

As successful as it is, the multiscale, deformable part model as presented
in [11] (voc-release3) has several shortcomings that represent interesting
improvement opportunities:
• The greedy implementation of non-maximum suppression gets rid (incorrectly) of true objects that heavily overlap, or are even inside a
bounding box of another object (a typical example is an image of an
adult carrying a baby).
• The relation between the different levels of the feature pyramid is not
exploited at all, i.e. the maxima are detected independently for each
level. The system ignores the fact that the different levels are representations of the same image, leading to redundant detections.
• The possible relations between mixture components of the same category are ignored, e.g. a full view of a person can trigger both component 1 of the person model (head and chest), and also component 2
(the full body). This limitation in particular was tackled in posterior
releases of the system (voc-release4 and voc-release5) but in a way
different than the one presented in this work. (cf. [14])
In other words, due to its non-principled way of picking the hypotheses, the
original system1 fails to acknowledge the following conditions:
1. A part can only belong to one object (so it can only vote for one, and
that vote excludes all the others).
2. A given area of the image at position ( x, y) (of a reasonably small size)
can only have one object.
3. A given object exists in only one level/scale. However, the same object
will still trigger weaker responses on the filters of levels close to the
one corresponding to the real scale.

3.3

New approach: the greedy detector

The limitations of the MDPM mentioned in section 3.2 stem mostly from the
fact that the non-maximum suppression routine is oblivious of any internal
structure in the image (i.e. the relationship between the hypotheses) and
its only inputs are the bounding boxes and the values of score( p0 ) as given
by (2.5). Even though the detector incorporates part filters and has knowledge of the independent location of the parts for a given object instance, this
1 It

is worth noting again that the baseline detector for this work is the MDPM as implemented in its third version (voc-release3). Later improvements present in the fourth and
fifth releases are not discussed here.
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information is not explicitly used for getting rid of duplicated detections
or “explaining away” hypotheses. (In fact, besides the bounding box prediction —which is a post-processing step independent of the detector— the
information about the exact location of the part windows is not taken into
consideration, therefore losing an important source of knowledge about the
image structure.)

3.3.1

Relation between the response maps and the hypotheses

There are several interesting observations that stem almost directly from the
outline of the system described in [11]:
• For each filter used by the detector (either root or part), there exists
a response map that keeps the result of cross-correlating the filter with
every possible location Φ( H, p) in the feature pyramid.
• Each object part has its own response map. Besides, since this is a
mixture model, there is a root filter for each of the components in
the model, each of them also with its own map. However, the different response maps of the same kind (either roots or parts) are kept
separately and there is no apparent connection among them. By the
condition (2) of section 3.2, this is a very crude assumption, because
the response maps ultimately represent the confidence of presence of
some component/part at some location in the image that is the same for
all the components/parts of that kind. Therefore, if a location of the image
is explained by one of the possible components, the chosen component should “explain away” all the others. We can call this fact the
location-component exclusion.
• In the case of the parts, by virtue of the distance transform the scores
are spread over a larger area according to some deformation model
and are decreased by some deformation cost. We have seen that the
hypotheses are found as local maxima in the total score map, which collects the votes of the root filters and the part filters for some particular
location p0 = ( x0 , y0 , l0 ) in the feature pyramid. Thus, a particular part
window is voting (with different intensities dictated by the deformation cost) for the root locations nearby in the image (actually it votes
for all possible root locations, but for faraway objects the contribution
of the part will be so small that it is negligible).2
• Even though a given part is voting for many possible roots, once a
root is chosen as the best next hypothesis the part is immediately assigned to that root and therefore it cannot vote for others (or at least
those other votes should be decreased accordingly). This is in accord
2 We can immediately draw a parallel with the model of patches voting for object locations of [13].
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with the condition (1) of section 3.2. Let us call this fact the part-root
exclusion.
• Finally, by condition (3) of section 3.2, a ground truth object exists
only at some level but it will also trigger the corresponding filter(s) at
nearby levels. However, once a hypothesis is picked as a detection, all
the other spurious peaks at the neighboring levels should be nullified
or at least decreased accordingly. We can call this fact the componentlevel exclusion.

3.3.2

Voting scheme and bipartite graph

The new approach consists of building a bipartite graph between voting
elements v ∈ V determined by locations ( x, y) in the image, and hypotheses
h = ( x, y, l, k) (determined by a location ( x, y), level/scale l and mixture
component k) that live in the hypothesis space H. The voting elements vi
cast votes for the hypotheses h j in direct relation with the response of the
different filters at the location of vi .3
The voting elements corresponding to the roots and the ones corresponding to the parts are not mutually exclusive. Thus, there is a set of voting
elements for roots Vr and another independent set for parts V p , so that
V = Vr ∪ V p . There is exactly one root voting element from Vr and one
part voting element from V p per image location ( x, y). In other words, there
are effectively two mappings of image elements to voting elements: one for
roots and one for parts. This makes sense from the conceptual point of view
since the detection of a root instance in some area of the image does not
exclude at all the existence of part instances in that same location, or vice
versa (on the contrary, the presence of the parts strengthens our belief in the
presence of the root).
Absolute position, relative positions and projection
Before going further in the discussion, it is convenient to introduce the concepts of absolute position and relative positions.
An absolute position ( x, y) corresponds to an actual pixel in the image. The
voting elements vi mentioned in the previous paragraph are associated to
absolute positions in the input image. If we want to reference an specific element, the absolute position must be a pair of integers (however, we can have
3 Since the response comes actually from a window in the image, v will indicate the
i
position of either the center or the top-left corner of that window. The specific choice is
not important for our purposes, as long as it is always consistent. Besides, the image will
be appropriately padded for windows that are too close to the borders of the image, as
described in [11].
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non-integer absolute positions in intermediate steps or in the final output of
the system).
Besides, we have a response map for each filter (either root or part) and
each level (different scaling) of the image. Each of these maps will have
an associated relative position ( x̂, ŷ). Naturally, it is possible to convert
back and forth between any relative position and the corresponding absolute
position, by applying the correct scale factor. We will call this operation a
projection of the absolute position ( x, y) to some level l (or vice versa).
One scale, one mixture component
For the sake of simplicity, let us consider the case of one component model
in the mixture and one fixed scale s0 . In that case, there will be only one
root filter and N part filters. Besides, since the bias term b of (2.1) will be
the same for all hypotheses, we can safely remove it without affecting the
relative ordering of the scores.
The fixed scale s0 determines a single level l0 in the feature pyramid from
where the root responses are taken, and the corresponding level l0 − λ (at
twice the resolution) for the part responses. Let us also assume that the relative position in the root response map matches with the absolute position,
and thus the conversion to relative positions in the part response map is
( x̂, ŷ) = 2( x, y).4
In this setting, the score given (or, as we will call it from now on, the vote
cast) by a position ( xi , yi ) in the image (represented from now on by the
(r )
voting element vi ∈ Vr ) for a hypothesis h j = ( x j , y j , l0 ) ∈ H will be:
(
(r )
wij

=

R0,l0 ( x j , y j )
0

if xi = x j ∧ yi = y j
otherwise

(3.1)

Note how a root element votes only for one hypothesis, casting a vote of 0
for all the others.
On the other hand, the vote cast by a part position ( xi , yi ) in the image
( p)
(the voting element vi ∈ V p ) due to the n-th part filter for a hypothesis
h j = ( x j , y j , l0 ) ∈ H will be:
(p )

wij n = Dn,l0 −λ (2( x j , y j ) + vn )

(3.2)

where Dn,l0 −λ ( x̂, ŷ) is the distance-transformed response of the n-th part filter as defined in (2.4) and vn is the anchor position of the n-th part with
4 We

will omit for the moment any padding applied to the image or to the maps.
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respect to its root. In this case, the distance transform makes each part element to vote for all hypotheses, with weights discounted by the deformation
cost.
Since in this scenario there is exactly one root and N parts voting for the
hypothesis h j , its total score (equal to the sum of all the edges arriving to h j
in the bipartite graph) will be:
(r )

N

score(h j ) = wij +

∑

N

(p )

wij n = R0,l0 ( x j , y j ) +

n =1

∑ Dn,l −λ (2(x j , y j ) + vn )
0

(3.3)

n =1

which, taking out the bias term, is equivalent to expression in (2.5).
One scale, multiple mixture components
The derivation goes along the same lines than the previous case, with a few
differences:
• A hypothesis h j ∈ H is now fully described by ( x j , y j , l0 , k j ). There is
an additional dimension corresponding to the mixture component k j
of the hypothesis.
(r )

• Now a root element vi ∈ Vr will cast one vote for each hypothesis h j
located at its position but with different mixture components k j . Thus:
(
(r )

wij =

Rk j ,0,l0 ( x j , y j ) + bk j

if xi = x j ∧ yi = y j

0

otherwise

(3.4)

where Rk,0,l0 is the response of the root filter of the k-th component
of the mixture at level l0 , and bk is the bias term of component k. As
discussed in section 2.1.1, this term is needed for being able to compare
scores of different components in the mixture.
• The part votes remain the same, except that now we have to account
for the component that originates each part:
(p )

wij n = Dk j ,n,l0 −λ (2( x j , y j ) + vk j ,n )

(3.5)

• Finally, the total score for the hypothesis h j = ( x j , y j , l0 , k j ) will be:
Nk j

score(h j ) = Rk j ,0,l0 ( x j , y j ) +

∑ Dk ,n,l −λ (2(x j , y j ) + vk ,n ) + bk
j

0

j

n =1

which is now completely equivalent to the expression in (2.5).
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Multiple scales, multiple mixture components
Finally, we can introduce the case of a hypothesis h with an arbitrary level,
that is, h j = ( x j , y j , l j , k j ) ∈ H. The situation will be very similar to the
previous case, with each hypothesis being voted by one root and Nk j parts.
However, now a given root or part element will vote for all the hypotheses
that are at its position but at different scales.
(r )

So, a root element vi ∈ Vr will cast a vote for each hypothesis h j located at
its position but each with different level l j and mixture component k j :
(
Rk j ,0,l j ( x̂ j , ŷ j ) + bk j if xi = x j ∧ yi = y j
(r )
(3.7)
wij =
0
otherwise
Note that there are two differences with respect to the expression for the
root weights in (3.4). First, the level is not fixed to l0 anymore, but instead
we will use the corresponding root response map according to the level of
the hypothesis l j . Second, the position in the map is given by the relative
coordinates ( x̂ j , ŷ j ) after the appropriate projection.
Hypotheses

Root model
person

Response maps: root

HOG features

X
Voting elements

ROOT EVIDENCE
Figure 3.1: Greedy detector - Edge weights coming from the root response maps (only one
mixture component is shown)

The same idea applies to the part votes:
(p )

wij n = Dk j ,n,l j −λ (2( x̂ j , ŷ j ) + vk j ,n )

(3.8)

The relative position in the part map always remains as 2( x̂ j , ŷ j ) in terms of
the position in the root map because the parts are always taken at twice the
resolution of the roots.
Finally, the equation for the total score is:
Nk j

score(h j ) = Rk j ,0,l j ( x̂ j , ŷ j ) +

∑ Dk ,n,l −λ (2(x̂ j , ŷ j ) + vk ,n ) + bk
j

j

j

j

(3.9)

n =1
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Hypotheses

(dist. transformed)
response maps: part 1

Part 1 model
head

HOG features

X
...

Voting elements

...

PART EVIDENCE

Figure 3.2: Greedy detector - Edge weights coming from the part response maps (only two parts
of one mixture component are shown)

Although not obvious from the formulas, it is clear that each root or part
element votes for several hypotheses, and if any of them is picked then the
votes for the others should be decreased accordingly. This is equivalent to
honoring the component-level exclusion.
The sum-max objective function
Let us consider that the goal of the detector is to maximize the total score (the
sum of the scores of the detections) by picking a set of hypotheses A ⊆ H.
Let us also assume that, by the exclusion conditions listed in the previous
section, a given root or part element will only vote for the hypothesis for
which it has the largest weight among the currently active (i.e. picked)
hypotheses. Then we obtain the following objective function:
f (A) =

∑

(r )

vi ∈Vr

(r )

max wij +
h j ∈A

∑

( p)
vi ∈V p

( p)

max wij =
h j ∈A

∑

max wij

vi ∈V h j ∈A

(3.10)

We wish to solve the following optimization problem: maxA⊆H f (A), which
is equivalent to the well-known facility location task, where one looks for
the optimal placement of facilities (in our case, detected objects) in order to
minimize transportation costs [4] (here, to maximize the total score).
Moreover, the function f (A) is monotone submodular (the proof is in Lemma
4.7 and Corollary 4.10). We can exploit that property by using a greedy
algorithm: picking the hypothesis that currently has the largest sum of votes
or marginal gain, removing the edges going to that hypothesis from the graph
and discounting the neighboring edges accordingly.
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Root model
person

HOG features

Hypotheses
Response maps: root

.
(a feature map for
.
each level)
.

X
Voting elements

ROOT EVIDENCE

Response maps: part 1
Part 1 model
head

HOG features
X

Part 2 model
arm
.
(a feature map for
.
each level)
.

Response maps: part 2

X

Voting elements

PART EVIDENCE

Figure 3.3: Greedy detector - Diagram of the voting scheme, for both roots and parts (only one
mixture component is shown)

If we wish, we can include a MDL-prior or Occam’s razor term in the function, in a similar fashion than [4]. In that case, the function becomes:
f (A) =

∑

max wij − µ|A|

vi ∈V h j ∈A

(3.11)

where |A| denotes the number of currently active hypotheses and µ is the
“cost” of adding one new hypothesis to the set A.

3.3.3

The greedy discount algorithm

As noted in [4] and explained in more detail in [19], the greedy algorithm,
that iteratively augments a current solution with an element of maximum incremental gain, is proven to have an approximation factor of 1 − e−1 ≈ 0.632
for the task of submodular functions maximization. The method is largely
known as an efficient heuristic for solving the facility location problem. Besides, very much like in [4], the biggest advantage of the greedy algorithm
for this application is that we do not require to reduce the hypothesis space.
Instead, we are operating directly over the response maps that represent the
votes to all possible hypotheses in the input image.
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Cross correlation part (before)

Component 2, level 12, score=3.93, original=3.93
Cross correlation root

min=−0.19 at (10,1), max=12.27 at (12,11)

min=0.54 at (29,9), max=3.73 at (12,11)
min=0.21 at (61,55), max=3.92 at (25,22)

Distance transform (before)

Cross correlation part (after)

Distance transform (after)

min=0.56 at (1,1), max=3.92 at (25,22)

min=−3.03 at (26,22), max=3.14 at (41,19)

min=0.56 at (1,1), max=3.14 at (41,19)

(a) first iteration
Cross correlation part (before)
Component 2, level 16, score=2.22, original=2.22
Cross correlation root

min=−0.15 at (8,1), max=10.56 at (16,8)

min=−1.48 at (11,10), max=3.07 at (16,8)
min=−3.08 at (21,22), max=3.57 at (33,17)

Distance transform (before)

Cross correlation part (after)

Distance transform (after)

min=0.56 at (1,1), max=3.57 at (33,17)

min=−3.08 at (21,22), max=2.70 at (30,26)

min=0.56 at (1,1), max=2.70 at (30,26)

(b) second iteration
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Figure 3.4: Greedy detector - sample response maps: Here the response maps of the sample
image in Figure 3.5 are shown, for the first two iterations. (a) Top left: the best hypothesis
is identified. Top right: the location of one of the parts is backtracked. Bottom left: the
transformed part response map shows how the part votes for hypotheses in an extended area.
Bottom center: the votes of that part are discounted. Bottom right: after applying again the
distance transform, the hypotheses in that same area do not receive the votes from the part
anymore. (b) In the second iteration, the same procedure is applied to the next best hypothesis.
Note that these maps correspond to a different level (16), but since the discounts are projected to
all the levels in the response pyramid, the votes for the first hypothesis have been also discounted.
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Final detections
TP=2, FP=0, FN=0, pr=1.00, rec=1.00
(green=true pos,red=false pos,yellow=ground truth,magenta=false neg)

TP 2
2

TP 1
1

Figure 3.5: Final detections in the sample image which originated the maps in Figure 3.4.

We can then give an general description of the algorithm as follows:
1. Find the hypotheses in the total score map with values above the
threshold of the underlying latent SVM (we will call them the candidate hypotheses). Among them, find the hypothesis h∗ with the current
highest score. (Optional:) apply a discount to the scores of the candidate hypotheses according to how much they overlap with already
picked detections, before picking the best one (see section 3.4.2).
2. (Optional:) Expand the bounding box of the best found hypothesis h∗
to its best associated size (see section 3.4.3).
3. Get the positions of the voting parts (the original part windows, before
the distance transform) by using the values stored in the map Pi,l ( x, y)
given in (2.6), for each part filter. We call this procedure backtracking.
4. Add the best found hypothesis (and the positions of the part windows,
found by backtracking) to the detections.
5. Fully discount (i.e. nullify) the direct votes to the picked hypothesis.
6. For each level and component, discount all the root response map
values within a radius ε r of the location of the detected root, by an
amount equal to the score of the detected root (see section 3.4.1).
7. For each level, component and part, discount all the part response map
values within a radius ε p of the location of each detected part (found
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by backtracking), by an amount equal to the score of the detected part
(also see section 3.4.1).
8. Recompute the distance transform of the part responses, and aggregate all the responses in order to get the updated total score map.
9. Repeat step 1.
The loop will continue until either 1) there are no hypotheses left with scores
above the latent SVM threshold; 2) the next best marginal gain (given by the
best hypothesis) is smaller that µ (the cost of adding a new hypothesis); or
3) the predefined maximum number of detections was reached.

3.4

Secondary features of the greedy approach

Here we describe some features of the greedy detector that are not central
to the concepts discussed in the chapter, but that either represent important
considerations for the implementation, or help to improve the accuracy of
the detector.
Final detections
TP=1, FP=3, FN=0, pr=0.25, rec=1.00
(green=true pos,red=false pos,yellow=ground truth,magenta=false neg)

FP

FP
FP

TP 1
1

Figure 3.6: Greedy detector: sample image for the discussion of the secondary features. The
dashed red boxes are false positives, which are relatively few and tend to be at the edges of the
image.
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3.4.1

Radius of influence

Ideally, if there is an object at absolute position ( x, y) of the image that triggers a filter Fi0 (in other words, results in a high cross-correlation with the
filter), then the response peaks at different scales (levels in the response pyramid) should be exactly at the relative positions ( x̂, ŷ) of each level. However,
because of rounding errors and the intrinsic discrete nature of the image
and the filters, very often there will be a small shift in the position (in the
order of a few individual cells/pixels).
Besides, there is a very high correlation between adjacent values in the response maps (this is intrinsic to the sliding window approach, see the explanation in chapter 2). We would also wish to discount (at least partially)
these neighboring “peaks”, within a very small radius.
The solution is to discount not only the exact theoretical location of the peak
( x̂, ŷ) in the filter response map at each level, but instead to affect a small circular region of radius ε (where ε is typically between 2 to 5 pixels), so all the
values inside that area will discounted by the weight of the corresponding
direct edge wij∗ . Let us call this region the influence area of ( x̂, ŷ).
In a more general setting, the area can be made elliptical instead of circular
(having two radii ε(x) and ε(y) ); or the discounts can be made not constant
over the area, but instead to vary according to some decay function. For
example, one can fully discount the theoretical location of the peak ( x̂, ŷ)
(the center of the influence area), and then diminish the amount of discount
as one moves away from the center to the edges of the area, according to
some linear or quadratic function of the distance to the center. There can be
also different settings for the root maps and the part maps. These variations
lead to more tunable parameters, which can be set using cross-validation.

3.4.2

Overlap discount

When picking a new hypothesis to add to the detection set A, it is desirable
that it does not overlap too much with already selected detections (However,
we do not want to completely discard them. That would be equivalent to
the original non-maximum suppression routine of [11].) A possible way of
achieving that is to decrease the scores of the candidate hypotheses depending on:
• how much they overlap with the existing detections (in terms of areas)
• the strength of the vote (i.e. score) of the existing detections.
Thus, we can correct the score of the candidate hypotheses with
score(h) = score(h) − κ

∑
0

ovl(h, h0 ) · score(h0 )

h ∈A
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where κ is a coefficient that controls the magnitude of the discount, and
ovl(h, h0 ) is the overlap ratio between the windows of h and h0 , using any
of the definitions of overlap (which are basically the area of the intersection
|h ∩ h0 | divided by either the area of the union |h ∪ h0 | = |h| + |h0 | − |h ∩ h0 |,
the largest max{|h|, |h0 |}, the smallest min{|h|, |h0 |} or just a fixed choice
between |h| or |h0 |). Other variations include:
• Considering only the detected hypotheses h0 that overlap with h with
a value of the ratio above certain threshold omin .
• Taking the maximum value over the detected windows maxh0 ∈A instead of the sum of the values ∑h0 ∈A .
Again, there are some tunable parameters (κ, omin , the choice of overlap
ratio and aggregation method —sum or max—) that can be set using crossvalidation.
Max BB at level 5, comp 1, pos (24, 15) with score 2.7885.
Component: ALL, Level: ALL, Filter: ALL (17)
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Figure 3.7: Greedy detector - hypothesis expansion. Left: set of associated hypotheses Eh for
the picked best hypothesis h (black box). The colors of the bounding boxes are an indication
of their score: black is the highest, then the scale goes from red to blue. Right: same set
of associated hypotheses after applying the scale compensation. Note how the bounding box
encompassing the whole person (black rectangle) now has become the highest scored hypothesis.

3.4.3

Hypothesis expansion

As previously indicated in this chapter, voc-release3 could not handle very
well situations when an object could trigger high responses with one filter
and with another different filter that represents a subpart of the first. For
example, a person standing could trigger peaks for both the “full body”
person component (in the model mixture), and for the “head and chest”
component. In many occasions, even though the ground truth was the full
body, the upper-body component could trigger a higher peak and thus be
chosen first.
On the other hand, it was empirically found that many objects tend to trigger
high responses with filters of the correct component but at a scale smaller
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than the ground truth size (again, this is explained by the nature of the
sliding window detectors and by the same arguments than the componentscale exclusion).
One way of compensating for these imperfections is with what we will call
hypothesis expansion. For each hypothesis h j we can define a set of associated
hypotheses h j0 ∈ Eh which satisfy the following conditions:
• they are at the same or at a higher level than h j (thus, their bounding
boxes are larger): l j0 ≥ l j
• they fully or almost fully overlap with h: ovl(h j , h j0 ) ≥ omin by some
measure of overlap, where omin = 0.99 for giving some value.
• they have an area that is at most αmax larger than the area of h. In other
words: area(h j0 ) ≤ αmax · area(h j ).
• they come from the same mixture component k j than h j , or from a compatible “super-component” k0 that encompasses k j . For example: the
“full-body” component in the person model encompasses the “headand-chest” component. (The relationships between components and
super-components can be explicitly defined beforehand and added to
the model.)
Then, the score of every h j0 in the set of associated hypotheses Eh is multiplied by (s j0 /s j )2 (Note that this value will be always greater or equal than
1, and that for hypotheses of the same component it will be equal to A j0 /A j .
The factor aims to scale the scores of the associated hypotheses in a way proportional to their areas). The hypothesis h j∗ with the largest corrected score
is identified and its bounding box is added to the detections as the box of h j .
Besides that there are no further modifications to h j or to the set A.
As usual, the newly introduced parameters can be set by cross-validation,
although in this case only αmax will have a noticeable impact in the performance of the system.

3.4.4

Voting window clustering

In all the previous descriptions, the search for the next best hypothesis and
the discounting of the scores (weights) have been performed directly on the
response maps of the filters (and the total score map). On each iteration, a
next best hypothesis h∗ is selected and the locations of its part windows are
backtracked from it.
Another possibility is to first obtain the set of candidate hypotheses, and
then backtrack the locations of their parts all at once. Then we can cluster the
windows (roots and parts separately) according to some measure of “close35
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Clustered elements: part 1 (909)

Clustered elements: part 2 (689)

Clustered elements: part 3 (644)

Clustered elements: part 4 (296)

Clustered elements: part 5 (511)

Clustered elements: part 6 (323)

Figure 3.8: Greedy detector - clustering of voting windows. For each of the parts in the picked
best hypothesis, the cyan boxes are the voting windows in the same cluster than the original part
window (red box). Whenever the scores of the part windows are discounted in their respective
response maps, the scores of the windows in the same cluster will be discounted as well.

ness” (which will correspond to actual closeness in location).5 Whenever a
hypothesis is selected as the next best, we get the positions of its windows,
project them to each level and discount the scores as usual, but now we also
discount the locations of the windows that are in the same cluster than the
original windows.
This alternative can provide more robustness against duplicated detections
(at the expense of some loss in recall though) and also eliminates the need
of large influence areas (see section 3.4.1), which can be too coarse.

3.5

Discussion and extensions

So far, we have presented a first extension of the system in [11] that incorporates the concept of a bipartite graph between voting elements and
hypotheses, taken from [4]. We have shown that the scores coming from the
root and part windows in the MDPM can be also split and modeled as edge
weights in this graph. Then, the detection task can be modeled as maximizing a set function f (A) over a set of picked hypotheses A. Such approach
5 Specifically, a bottom-up hierarchical clustering approach was used, using the absolute
location of the windows as features.
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is analogous to the facility location task, and the function f is known to
be monotone submodular. Thus f (A) can be maximized using the greedy
algorithm.
This approach is more aware of the internal structure of the image than
the original MDPM. Nevertheless, there are still possible improvements and
refinements to be made. For example, even though we are now taking into
consideration the co-location of objects and parts in the image, and the ways
in which they exclude each other, we have not explicitly included the overlaps
between the windows in the objective function, and had to resort to ancillary
ways like the ones described in section 3.4. In the next chapter, we will
present new objective functions that explicitly integrate the overlaps and
other interactions between hypotheses.
Final detections
TP=2, FP=0, FN=0, pr=1.00, rec=1.00
(green=true pos,red=false pos,yellow=ground truth,magenta=false neg)
TP 1

1

TP 2

Figure 3.9: Greedy detector - example of heavy overlap: Note how the second detection (the
baby) lies completely inside the other bounding box. The non-maximum suppression algorithm
of the MDPM in [11] would have discarded the second detection based on its overlap heuristic.
However, the proposed greedy detector is able to handle such cases.
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Chapter 4

Passive detection approach

In this chapter we present new, extended objective functions that can be
used in the object detection task instead of the sum-max objective of the
original greedy approach used in chapter 3. We also provide more formal
foundations to the specific application of the concepts of monotonicity and
submodularity for this task. In particular, we provide proofs that all the
proposed functions are monotone submodular.
In addition, this chapter brings the idea of passive detection, where the system
does not take into account any feedback from any external “expert”. Instead,
it just assumes that all the selected hypotheses are true objects, and updates
the current detection instance —represented by the bipartite graph— accordingly. (In fact, we have been always working under that approach until now.)
This is in preparation for the active detection approach that takes external feedback into account, and that will be introduced in chapter 5.
The first part of the chapter introduces the new objective functions for the
case of a detector with one type of window (without differentiation between
roots and part). The second part discusses the application of these functions
to the specific case of the multi-scale, deformable part model (MDPM).

4.1

Objective functions

Bringing back the ideas of chapter 3, we can state the object detection task
as follows:
We have a bipartite graph G , where the vertices are divided into two independent sets: the hypotheses set H and the evidence set V . Each edge
(v, h) ∈ {(v, h) ∈ G : v ∈ V , h ∈ H} is weighted according to the score (or
confidence) given by the voting element v to the hypothesis h (see Figure
4.1). The goal is to be able to explain as most of the image as possible by
selecting a minimum number of hypotheses.
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evidence V
hypotheses H
v1

w11
h1

w 21
v2

w22
h2

w 32
v3

w33

v4

w43

h3

Figure 4.1: A general bipartite graph, with the voting elements v ∈ V and the hypotheses
h ∈ H. The non-presence of an edge (v1 , h3 ) can also be expressed as w13 = 0.

4.1.1

Positive coverage, unit-weight votes

Let us start with the very simple case in which the voting elements can
only cast binary votes (either 0 or 1) for the presence of an object at the
location/configuration encoded by some hypothesis h ∈ H. We can readily
represent a particular detection instance with the same graph G , where now
the existence of an edge (v, h) indicates that the element v votes for the
hypothesis h. There is no additional information (such as weights) in the
edges.
We wish to formalize the intuitive idea that “once an element votes for a
hypothesis, it cannot vote for others”. In other words, once a hypothesis is
picked and we identify all the edges (votes) in the graph pointing to it, these
edges will cover any other edge coming from the same voting elements. (The
concept of coverage as some edges decreasing or even completely nullifying
the weights of others will be widely used throughout this chapter.)
(1)

We can define a set function f v,h : 2H → R≥0 that gives the amount of
coverage of any edge (v, h) ∈ G when selecting the hypotheses in the set
A ⊆ H:
(
1 if ∃h0 ∈ A : (v, h0 ) ∈ G
(1)
f v,h (A) =
(4.1)
0 otherwise
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We can simplify this expression using the Iverson bracket notation1 :
(1)

f v,h (A) = [∃h0 ∈ A : (v, h0 ) ∈ G]

(4.2)

This allows us to take advantage of the following simplified expressions:

[ p ∧ q ] = [ p ] · [ q ],

[ p ∨ q ] = [ p ] + [ q ] − [ p ] · [ q ],

[¬ p] = 1 − [ p]

Then the objective function f (1) : 2H → R≥0 over the entire graph is:
f (1) (A) =

∑

f v,h (A) =

(v,h)∈G

∑

[∃h0 ∈ A : (v, h0 ) ∈ G]

(4.3)

(v,h)∈G

From this it follows that f (1) (∅) = 0 and f (1) (H) = |{(v, h) ∈ G}| (the last
expression assumes that every voting element v ∈ V is voting for at least
one hypothesis, i.e. that the graph is completely connected).
(1)

Theorem 4.1 The function f v,h (A) is monotone.
Proof We need to show that for every A ⊆ H and e ∈ H it holds that
(1)
(1)
(1)
∆(e | A) = f v,h (A ∪ {e}) − f v,h (A) ≥ 0. Plugging the definition of f v,h
directly from (4.2), we have that:

[∃h0 : h0 ∈ A ∪ {e} ∧ (v, h0 ) ∈ G] − [∃h0 : h0 ∈ A ∧ (v, h0 ) ∈ G] ≥ 0
If @h0 : (v, h0 ) ∈ G , the inequality is trivially true. Otherwise, we can observe
that ∃h0 ∈ A implies ∃h0 ∈ A ∪ {e}, therefore if the second proposition in
brackets is true, the first is necessarily true. Thus the difference will never
be negative.

(1)

Theorem 4.2 The function f v,h (A) is monotone submodular.
Proof B We need to show that for every A ⊆ B ⊆ H and e ∈ H it holds that
(1)
∆(e | A) ≥ ∆(e | B). Again, plugging the definition of f v,h we have that:

[∃h0 : h0 ∈ A ∪ {e} ∧ (v, h0 ) ∈ G] − [∃h0 : h0 ∈ A ∧ (v, h0 ) ∈ G] ≥
[∃h0 : h0 ∈ B ∪ {e} ∧ (v, h0 ) ∈ G] − [∃h0 : h0 ∈ B ∧ (v, h0 ) ∈ G]
If @h0 : (v, h0 ) ∈ G , the inequality is trivially true. Otherwise we follow a
reasoning similar to the one in Theorem 4.1:
1 The Iverson bracket, named after Kenneth E. Iverson, is a notation that denotes a number that is 1 if the condition in square brackets is satisfied, and 0 otherwise. That is,
(
1 if p is true
[ p] =
0 otherwise
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• ∃h0 ∈ A implies ∃h0 ∈ A ∪ {e}, and now also ∃h0 ∈ B and ∃h0 ∈
B ∪ {e}. Therefore, if the second proposition is true, all the others
must be true and the expression reduces to 1 − 1 ≥ 1 − 1.
• if @h0 ∈ A but ∃h0 ∈ A ∪ {e}, then necessarily ∃h0 ∈ B ∪ {e} and the
expression reduces either to 1 − 0 ≥ 1 − 0 or 1 − 0 ≥ 1 − 1.

Corollary 4.3 The function f (1) (A) is monotone submodular.
Proof Since f (1) (A) is a non-negative linear combination of monotone sub(1)
modular functions f v,h (A), this follows immediately from the properties of
submodularity.


4.1.2

Positive coverage, general case

The previous approach was too limited, since it only allowed us to describe
the support given by a voting element to a hypothesis as a binary relation (yes/no). As it was done in chapter 3, we would like to include the
“strength” or confidence of the votes into account.
The intuition is that we would like to confer a higher marginal gain to the
hypotheses that allow to explain the graph as quickly as possible, i.e. the
ones that cover the largest amount of edges. In the unitary vote setting,
when an edge was covered (because it voted for a picked hypothesis) then
all its “neighbors” (i.e. the edges coming from the same voting element to
other hypotheses) were fully covered as well.
For this more general scenario, we need to redefine the concept of coverage,
and allow some edges to be partially covered. Following the previous example, when an edge (v, h) is covered, then it will also cover its neighbors in
a magnitude that is at most its weight wvh . Since we do not allow negative
weights, if a neighbor edge (v, h0 ) has a weight wvh0 < wvh , then it is fully
covered. Thus we can say that an edge (v, h) will cover another edge (v, h0 )
in a magnitude given by min(wvh , wvh0 ).
The marginal gain, defined as the amount of coverage won by selecting some
hypothesis h ∈ H, can be informally described as:
gain(h) = (direct votes to h) + (weight covered in the neighbors of h)
It is also important to remember that, while f (A) is a set function defined
over the subsets of H and can be computed in closed form, in practice it
will be computed sequentially. Once the marginal gain of h is computed
(or “taken”), the affected edges should be covered accordingly. Then, the
marginal gain of a next hypothesis h0 will be computed using the updated
weight values, as it was done in the greedy approach of chapter 3. For f to
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ha
hb
hc

v1
v2

w2a

ha

w3a
w3b

v3

v2
v3

w1a
w2a

max{w3a − w3b , 0}

v4

w4c

max{w4c − w4b , 0}

hc
v5

ha

hb

w4b
v4

v1

w1a

w5c

∆(hb ) = w3b + w4b +
min{w3a , w3b } + min{w4b , w4c }

hc
v5

w5c

∆(hc ) = w5c + max{w4c − w4b , 0}

≤ w4c + w5c

Figure 4.2: The computation of the objective function and the marginal gain for general weights.
Top: the windows of three overlapping hypotheses h a , hb and hc , showing the voting pixels that
they share. Bottom left: the original bipartite graph induced by the windows. If we pick the
hypothesis hb , the obtained gain would be given by the weights of the edges going directly to hb
(thick black lines) plus the amount covered by those direct edges in their neighbors (magenta
lines). The direct edges are fully covered and the neighbors are partially covered. Bottom right:
after performing the discounts, some edge weights have decreased. If we now pick hc , the
obtained gain ∆(hc ) will be lower than in the original graph.

be a set function, both interpretations (closed form and sequential computation) must be equivalent. In other words, the total gain obtained by picking
the hypotheses h, h0 , . . . ∈ A must be the same no matter the order in which
they were picked.
If we start with the empty set ∅ and pick a hypothesis a ∈ H, it is evident
that the equality holds (keeping in mind that f (∅) = 0):
∆( a | ∅) = f (∅ ∪ { a}) − f (∅) = f ({ a})

(4.4)
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From the above discussion, this term should be given by:
∆( a | ∅) = f ({ a}) =

∑ wva + ∑ ∑

v∈V

min(wvh , wva )

(4.5)

v∈V h∈H\{ a}

For simplicity, we will consider in this section that wvh = 0, ∀v, h : (v, h) ∈
/G
(in simple terms, an edge with a weight of zero is the same than not having
that edge). This will allow us to drop the requirement of (v, h) ∈ G in the
sums without affecting the value of the expressions.
Since min(wva , wva ) = wva , we can simplify the formula in (4.5) as follows:
∆( a | ∅) = f ({ a}) =

∑ ∑ min(wvh , wva )

(4.6)

v∈V h∈H

After computing the gain due to a and discounting the weights, if we pick a
second hypothesis b then we have to use the updated values of the weights:
∆(b | { a}) =

∑ ∑ min(wvh − min(wvh , wva ), wvb − min(wvb , wva ))

(4.7)

v∈V h∈H

The function f , as determined by the discrete derivatives given above, must
be a set function. This can be proved, first establishing the following helpful
lemmas.
Lemma 4.4 Let a, b, c ∈ R be three arbitrary numbers. Then it holds that
min(b − min( a, b) + min( a, c), c) = min(max( a, b), c)
Proof Let us consider the case when c ≥ a. If so, then min( a, c) = a and the
LHS becomes min( a + b − min( a, b), c) = min(max( a, b), c).
On the other hand, if c < a, then the LHS becomes min(b − min( a, b) + c, c).
Since b − min( a, b) ≥ 0, the second argument is always the smaller and
min(b − min( a, b) + c, c) = c. Now, since if c < a then necessarily c < a ≤
max( a, b), and we can also assert that min(max( a, b), c) = c.
Note that because of the symmetry of the expression, the LHS with the
variables a and b swapping places is also equivalent to the RHS.

Lemma 4.5 Let a1 , . . . , an ∈ R be a set of arbitrary numbers. Then it holds that

max ( a2 − min( a1 , a2 ), . . . , an − min( a1 , an )) =
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i =1...n

− a1
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Proof Since ∀ a, b : a − min( a, b) = max( a, b) − b, we can take all the terms
inside the big max to this second form and then push the a1 out of the max:


max (max( a1 , a2 ), . . . , max( a1 , an )) − a1 = max ai − a1
i =1...n



For the last step we used the associative property of the max operator.

Theorem 4.6 The function f , determined by the discrete derivative given in (4.5),
is a set function.
Proof For f to be a set function, it should hold that
f ({ a, b}) = ∆( a | ∅) + ∆(b | { a}) = ∆(b | ∅) + ∆( a | {b})
In other words, if f is computed by sequentially adding the elements of a
set A = { a, b}, its value must be the same no matter the order in which the
elements were added.
We begin by taking ∆( a | ∅) + ∆(b | { a}) to a more suitable form:
∆( a | ∅) + ∆(b | { a}) =
h
i
min
(
w
,
w
)
+
min
w
−
min
(
w
,
w
)
,
w
−
min
(
w
,
w
)
va
va
va
vh
vh
vh
vb
vb
∑ ∑

v∈V h∈H

Then the inner sum can be further simplified by pushing the first term into
the min(wvh − . . . , wvb − . . .) to its right:

∑ ∑ min wvh , wvb − min(wvb , wva ) + min(wvh , wva )
v∈V h∈H

By direct application of Lemma 4.4, this is equivalent to:
f ({ a, b}) =

∑ ∑ min(max(wva , wvb ), wvh )

(4.8)

v∈V h∈H

Due to the symmetry of the expression above with respect to a and b, following the steps in inverse order we can see that this last expression also equals
∆(b | ∅) + ∆( a | {b}).
We can extend this reasoning when adding more elements to the set A. For
example, if we pick a third hypothesis c, then:
f ({ a, b, c}) = ∆( a | ∅) + ∆(b | { a}) + ∆(c | { a, b}) = f ({ a, b}) + ∆(c | { a, b})
By a similar reasoning than before, we can imagine that when picking the
first hypothesis a, the edge weights are discounted accordingly and the
0 = w − min( w , w )
graph G becomes a new graph G 0 , with weights wvh
va
vh
vh
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and an associated function f 0 . Using the expression just found in (4.8) for
the gain of picking {b, c} in this new graph G 0 :
f 0 ({b, c}) =

0
0
0
, wvc
), wvh
)=
∑ ∑ min(max(wvb

v∈V h∈H

∑ ∑ min(max(wvb − min(wvb , wva ), wvc − min(wvc , wva )), wvh − min(wvh , wva ))

v∈V h∈H

Then it follows that:
f ({ a, b, c}) = ∆( a | ∅) + f 0 ({b, c}) =

∑ ∑



min(wvh , wva )+

v∈V h∈H

min(max(wvb − min(wvb , wva ), wvc − min(wvc , wva )), wvh − min(wvh , wva ))



Pushing the first term of the sum into the min to its right, we have:
f ({ a, b, c}) =

∑ ∑ min(max(wvb − min(wvb , wva ), wvc − min(wvc , wva ))

v∈V h∈H

+ min(wvh , wva ), wvh )
By application of Lemma 4.5 followed by Lemma 4.4, we have that:


f ({ a, b, c}) = ∑ ∑ min
max wvh0 , wvh
v∈V h∈H

h0 ∈{ a,b,c}

Due to the symmetry of this last expression with respect to the elements
{ a, b, c}, we will reach the same results no matter the order in which we
introduce the elements. Following a similar reasoning, we can keep adding
an arbitrary number of elements, and thus the general expression for f is


f (A) = ∑ ∑ min max wvh0 , wvh
(4.9)
v∈V h∈H

h0 ∈A

which is a function of the set A.



It is interesting to note that f will give the correct values of coverage for the
limiting cases of null coverage of the graph (the set of picked hypotheses
is the empty set) and full coverage (when the set of picked hypotheses is
the entire H). In the first case, if we first establish that maxh0 ∈∅ wvh0 = 0 (a
reasonable choice since all the weights wvh are non-negative), then it follows
immediately that f (∅) = 0. On the other hand, if A = H we have that:


f (H) = ∑ ∑ min max wvh0 , wvh = ∑ ∑ wvh
v∈V h∈H

h0 ∈H

v∈V h∈H

From the expression in (4.9) that gives the coverage of the full graph, we can
directly recover the function f v,h (A) of the coverage for a given edge (v, h):


f v,h (A) = min max wvh0 , wvh
(4.10)
h0 ∈A
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Now we would like to prove that the coverage function for arbitrary edge
weights f v,h is monotone submodular. We begin by proving than the max
function inside is monotone submodular with respect to the set A.
Lemma 4.7 The set function Mv (A) = maxh0 ∈A wvh0 for values wvh0 ≥ 0, ∀h0
and M (∅) = 0, is monotone submodular.
Proof The proof is straightforward. We begin by noting that Mv (A) is monotone, that is:
max wvh0 − max wvh0 ≥ 0
h0 ∈A∪{e}

h0 ∈A

Since adding a new argument to the max can only increase it or at least
keep it constant, the inequality holds. Then we have to prove that Mv (A) is
submodular, by checking if for the sets A ⊆ B ⊆ H,
max wvh0 − max wvh0 ≥ max wvh0 − max wvh0

h0 ∈A∪{e}

h0 ∈A

h0 ∈B∪{e}

h0 ∈B

holds. Since Mv (A) ≤ Mv ( B) is always true for any A ⊆ B , everything will
depend of the relative magnitude of wve .
If Mv (A) ≥ wve (and thus Mv ( B) ≥ wve ), the inequality becomes Mv (A) −
Mv (A) ≥ Mv ( B) − Mv ( B) which holds trivially.
If Mv ( B) ≥ wve but Mv (A) ≤ wve , then M(A ∪ {e}) = wve and the inequality
becomes wve − Mv (A) ≥ Mv ( B) − Mv ( B) = 0.
If Mv ( B) ≤ wve then M(B ∪ {e}) = wve and that also implies M(A ∪ {e}) =
wve . Consequently wve − Mv (A) ≥ wve − Mv ( B) holds.

Theorem 4.8 The coverage function for arbitrary weights f v,h (A), as defined in
(4.10), is monotone submodular.
Proof This follows naturally from the properties of (monotone) submodular functions. We first rewrite the function as f v,h (A) = min{ Mv (A), wvh }.
Since Mv (A) is monotone submodular and wvh is constant with respect to
Mv (A), by the property of truncation f v,h (A) is monotone submodular as
well.

Corollary 4.9 The coverage function for arbitrary weights over the full graph f (A),
as defined in (4.9), is monotone submodular.
Proof Since f (A) is a non-negative linear combination of monotone submodular functions f v,h (A), this follows immediately from the properties of
submodularity.

Corollary 4.10 The set function f (A) = ∑v∈V maxh∈A wvh is monotone submodular.
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Proof By the same argument than Corollary 4.9, this function is a nonnegative linear combination of monotone submodular functions, and thus
also monotone submodular. Note that f (A) is the sum-max objective of
chapter 3.

As a final remark, note that we can construct different coverage functions
by using Theorem 4.8 and Corollary 4.9 and replacing Mv (A) with any set
function gv (A) : 2Hv → R (where Hv = { h0 ∈ H : (v, h0 ) ∈ G}) that uses the
associated weights wvh and is monotone submodular. For example, another
option is the sum of the already covered edges Sv (A) = ∑h0 ∈A wvh0 .

4.1.3

Connection between the unit-weight and general cases
(1)

Proposition 4.11 The coverage function with unit-weight votes f v,h (A) given in
(4.2) is a particular case of the general coverage function f v,h (A) in (4.10), when
the weights are restricted to be in the set {0, 1}.
Proof We begin by noting that for any set of logical values pi , the following
equivalences hold:

[ p1 ∧ p2 ] = min{[ p1 ], [ p2 ]},
"
#
^
i

pi = min[ pi ],
i

[ p1 ∨ p2 ] = max{[ p1 ], [ p2 ]}
"
#
_
i

pi = max[ pi ]
i

Therefore, if we take the function in (4.10) and consider that the value of a
the weight wvh indicates the presence of the edge (v, h), i.e. wvh = [(v, h) ∈
G], f v,h (A) can be expressed as follows (assuming that the edge (v, h) itself
exists in G ):




f v,h (A) = min max wvh0 , wvh
h0 ∈A
"
!

=

_
h0 ∈A

4.1.4

(v, h0 ) ∈ G





0

= min max
[(v, h ) ∈ G], [(v, h) ∈ G]
h0 ∈A
#
(1)

∧ (v, h) ∈ G = [∃h0 ∈ A : (v, h0 ) ∈ G] ≡ f v,h (A) 

Approximation of the general coverage function with voting
windows

In the previous section, we have worked under the assumption that the voting elements correspond to pixels in the image, which vote for a hypothesis
given that they are inside the window associated with that hypothesis. We
further assumed that the total sum of the votes for some hypothesis h equals
the score given to that h by the underlying MDPM, and that all those votes
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come from the voting elements spanned by the window(s) that originally
supported h (both roots and parts).
There are different ways in which this splitting of votes among the voting
elements can be made. A natural choice (and easier to implement in practice) is to assign equal weights to all the voting elements. Thus, if a window
votes for a hypothesis h with a score sh and it spans N voting pixels, then
each of the pixels votes for h with a weight wvh = sh /N. Another option is
to split the votes according to some meaningful distribution over the pixels
in the window (for example, giving more weight to the pixels in the center
and decreasing the weights of the pixels as one moves towards the borders).
In any case, it is still required that the total sum of weights of the edges
pointing to h equals the score sh , i.e. ∑v∈V wvh = sh .
Coverage function in terms of the overlapping windows
Recall our coverage function (for the entire graph) as is defined in (4.9):


f (A) = ∑ ∑ min max wvh0 , wvh
h0 ∈A

v∈V h∈H

In this general setting, the vote of some voting element (i.e. pixel) for a
given hypothesis h was a unique value given by the weight wvh . Thus, the
not-existence of some edge (v, h) of the graph G was indicated implicitly
whenever wvh = 0.
Let us assume now, that all the elements voting for the same hypothesis do
it with the same weight. In that case, it is more natural to assign to each
hypothesis h a value that gives the total amount of votes received by h. We
can call this value the score sh (as a remainder of the actual origin of this
quantity). So, the score sh of some hypothesis h will be:
sh =

∑ wvh

(4.11)

v∈V

Let us define the voting window or voting area of h as the set of the elements
voting for h:
Ah := {v ∈ V : (v, h) ∈ G}
(4.12)
It follows that the number of elements voting for h is | Ah |.2 It will be also
useful to define the overlapping area between two hypotheses h and h0 as
Ah,h0 = Ah ∩ Ah0 (with | Ah,h0 | being the number of elements voting for both h
and h0 ). The concept can be extended to an arbitrary number of hypotheses,
i.e. Ah,h0 ,h”,... = Ah ∩ Ah0 ∩ Ah” ∩ . . ..
2 Note that if the voting elements correspond to pixels in the image, the value of | A |
h
equals the area (in pixels) of the window associated with h.
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Finally, let us define the unitary vote of a hypothesis h and its associated
window Ah as
s
uh := h
(4.13)
| Ah |
Noting that for the particular case of uniform weights uh = wvh , ∀v.
In this way we have that:
wvh = [(v, h) ∈ G]

s
sh
= 1(v,h) h
| Ah |
| Ah |

(4.14)

where 1(v,h) is the indicator function of membership of an edge to the graph.
We will show that it is possible to express f (A) completely as a function of
the hypotheses h, scores sh and voting windows Ah ; removing the explicit
mention of the voting elements v from the expression. First note that if
H = { a}, the function can be expanded in the following way:
f ({ a}) =

∑ ∑ min {wva , wvh } = ∑ wva + ∑ ∑ min {wva , wvh }

v∈V h∈H

= sa +

∑

h∈H\{ a}

∑

v∈V
(v,h)∈G
(v,a)∈G

v∈V


min

sa
s
, h
| Aa | | Ah |



= sa +

h∈H\{ a} v∈V

∑



| A a,h | min

h∈H\{ a}

sa
s
, h
| Aa | | Ah |



(4.15)
In other words, the marginal gain obtained by choosing a single hypothesis
a is the score of that hypothesis s a , plus the sum of the overlap areas of that
hypothesis with all the other hypotheses h, | A a,h |, each multiplied by the
smallest of the unitary votes of a and h.
For more than one hypothesis the expression becomes quite complicated.
As a example, for a set of two elements H = { a, b} it equals:
"




sa
sh
f ({ a, b}) = s a + sb +
∑ (| Aa,h | − | Aa,b,h |) min | Aa | , | Ah | +
h∈H\{ a,b}





#
sh
sa
sb
sh
sb
,
+ | A a,b,h | min max
,
,
(| Ab,h | − | A a,b,h |) min
| Ab | | Ah |
| A a | | Ab |
| Ah |
(4.16)
We can see that for each non-picked hypothesis h ∈
/ A; a, b, h and their
intersections divide the element space in sub-regions. For each of these
regions, the smallest between uh and the largest unitary vote among the
hypotheses in A present in the region is taken, and it is multiplied by the
number of elements in the region (in our interpretation, the area of the subregion). The same idea generalizes to any number of elements of A.
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Bipartite graph with the windows as voting elements
The expression (4.16) may be difficult to compute in practice, since it requires
finding the regions of the image defined by the intersection of every possible
combination of voting windows in the selection set A. If we need to compute
the coverage exactly, it is more straightforward to apply the function (4.9) to
the individual pixels.
In an alternative way of modelling the graph, the pixel votes are not computed explicitly. Instead, the coverages between different voting windows
(and the corresponding discounts to their scores) are computed in terms of
the overlapping areas and the unitary votes. In this scheme, all the voting
pixels in a window have the same weights (the uniform case mentioned before). Furthermore, after a hypothesis is picked, its gain is computed and
the weights discounted accordingly, the new score of the window is equally
split again among all voting elements. This makes sense from the conceptual
point of view, since it is the window as a whole (and not the pixels independently), the one that are providing evidence for the existence or not of an
object in some location encoded by the hypothesis h.
The abstraction of the voting elements (pixels) and their unitary votes in
the original model (section 4.1.2) is useful in the sense that it allows us to
compute the coverage between voting windows in a principled and coherent manner. In contrast, in the new proposed alternative we are effectively
considering the windows as the voting elements. It is important to make sure,
nevertheless, that the new coverage function f b that stems from this simplified updating scheme is still monotone submodular and consistent with our
original coverage function f .
For this approach, we can readily build a bipartite graph with the windows
on one side, the hypotheses on the other and edges representing the support
of a window for a hypothesis. Naturally, a window must vote for the hypothesis associated to itself with a weight sh , which is exactly the raw score
given by the MDPM. Besides, we can model the coverage between hypotheses by making each window to vote for all the hypotheses that have some
overlap with it.
Let us recall the definition of the unitary vote uh of a hypothesis h as its total
score divided by its area, that is uh = | Ash | . Then, a window xh (associated
h
to the hypothesis h) will vote for another hypothesis h0 overlapping with h
with a weight given by wxh = | Ah,h0 | min{uh , uh0 }. Note that the window xh0
will vote for h with the same weight (the overlap is common to h and h0 ).
The resulting graph is shown in Figure 4.3.
As the objective function we can use f b (A) = ∑ x∈X maxh∈A wxh (the summax objective) which we know is monotone submodular. Besides, from the
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h a (s a )
x1
Aa

hb (sb )

sa

ha

| A a,b | min{ | Asaa | , | Asb | }
b

A a,b
Ab

x2

hc (sc )

Ab,c

sb

hb

| Ab,c | min{ | Asb | , | Ascc | }
b

Ac
x3

sc

hc

Figure 4.3: Bipartite graph with the windows as voting elements. Left: three hypotheses h a , hb
and hc with their respective scores si and areas Ai , plus the overlap areas A a,b and Ab,c . Right:
the bipartite graph induced by the windows. Now the voting elements correspond to the windows
xi , which vote for their associated hypotheses with a weight si (the raw score). Besides, they
vote for other windows that overlap with them, with a weight given by the area of the overlap
multiplied by the minimum of the unitary votes. The objective function for this graph will be
f b (A) = ∑ x∈X maxh∈A w xh .

description above we have that:


if x is the window of h
sh
wxh = | Ah,h0 | min{uh , uh0 } if x (being the window of h0 ) overlaps with h


0
otherwise 3
Then the function ends up being:
f b (A) =

∑ sh + ∑

h∈A

h∈H\A

max | Ah,h0 | min{uh , uh0 }
h0 ∈A

(4.17)

The marginal gain ∆(e | A) of some hypothesis e can be easily computed
in the usual way, i.e., first summing the weights of the edges going to e,
and then updating the neighbors wxh0 of the direct edges wxh with the rule
wxh0 ← max{wxh0 − wxh , 0}.
The main difference (and the source of the approximation error) between
(4.17) and (4.16) —and ultimately (4.9)— is that (4.16) computes all the possible combinations of overlaps of the hypotheses in H, and thus uses the
exact value of weight for all positions. With the function f b on the other
hand, when computing the marginal gain, we will only assign to each hypothesis (in virtue of the max in the expression) the gain due to the best
overlap that it makes with one of its overlapping windows.
3 We
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can also use the fact that | Ah,h0 | = 0 if h and h0 do not overlap.
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4.1.5

Extension of the coverage function to the multiscale setting

In this section we extend the coverage function (4.9) to be used with set of
windows of different sizes (either because we have different types of filters,
or because it is a multiscale setting). We will show that the extended function is still monotone submodular, with the addition of a correction factor
that is discussed hereunder.
Correction factor for windows of different sizes
In the previous sections, we have worked under the assumption that our
scoring function for picking the next best hypothesis h to add to the selection
set A is unbiased, i.e. it provides a fair comparison of the “relevance” of
a given hypothesis h in terms of its raw score (given by the underlying
MDPM) and the extension of image that it covers (and thus, the number
of other hypotheses that it can “explain away”). It can be seen that for a
single window size scenario, that will be actually the case. However, in case of
having windows of different sizes (either because they represent detections
of the same filter but at a different scales of the image, detections of different
filters, or both), the gain will be biased towards the larger windows. We can
note intuitively, that larger windows have more options of possible overlaps
with other windows and thus, all other things being equal, they will be
awarded a higher gain.
The reason of this bias is the discrete nature of the windows’ positions and
sizes. Since the image has a fixed minimum granularity (the individual
pixels), a given window W can overlap with a limited number of distinct
windows, and that number is directly related to the size of W. If W has
dimensions wW × hW (in pixels or whichever minimum step that is being
used), then it can be easily shown that the maximum number of distinct
windows of the same size that can overlap with it, NW , is:
NW = 4(wW − 1)(hW − 1)
If instead we have two window types W1 and W2 of different dimensions,
the maximum number of windows W2 that can overlap with a windows of
type W1 is:
NW1 ,W2 = (wW1 + wW2 − 2)(hW1 + hW2 − 2)
Note that NW = NW,W , and that the total number of windows that can
overlap with a window of type W1 (i.e. from both sizes W1 and W2 ) is
NT,W1 = NW1 + NW1 ,W2 . We can generalize this result for an arbitrary number
of window types W1 , W2 , . . . , Wn . In that case, the total number of windows
(of all types) that can overlap with a given window Wk of type k is:
n

NT,Wk =

∑ (wW

k

+ wWi − 2)(hWk + hWi − 2)

i =1
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Since the number of window types (for both roots and parts) is limited, it
is possible to compute this number for all of them. We define then the
normalization factor σk for all windows of type k as:
σk =

mini=1...n NT,Wi
NT,Wk

Note that σk ≤ 1, ∀k (the reason of this will become clear in the following
section).

wW2 − 1 wW1 − 1

hW2 − 1

hW1 − 1

Figure 4.4: Correction factor for windows of different sizes. For a given window W1 (red
rectangle), we need to calculate the maximum number of distinct windows W2 that can overlap
with W1 . The dashed rectangles show the two extreme windows that overlap with W1 at the
top-left and bottom-right ends, and the dots mark the top-left corners of the extremes. It is easy
to see that the number of distinct windows will be (wW1 + wW2 − 2)(hW1 + hW2 − 2).

Extension of the coverage function
Recall the general coverage function in terms of the voting pixels:

f (A) =

∑ ∑ min

v∈V h∈H




max w
h0 ∈A

vh0

, wvh

Note that the following two expressions are equivalent:




min max wvh0 , wvh
h0 ∈A
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= max
min{wvh0 , wvh }
0
h ∈A

(4.9)

4.1. Objective functions
Thus, (4.9) can be rewritten as follows:
"
f (A) =

min{wvh0 , wvh } + ∑
∑ ∑ max
h0 ∈A

v∈V

h∈A

#
max min{wvh0 , wvh }

h∈H\A

h0 ∈A

"

=

∑ ∑ wvh + ∑

v∈V

h∈A

#
max min{wvh0 , wvh }

h∈H\A

h0 ∈A

(4.18)

In the inner sum, the first term corresponds to the direct votes to each hypothesis in A and the second term corresponds to the amount of coverage
that each hypothesis exerts over its neighbors. By the discussion of the previous section, we need to normalize this second term, so the gains obtained by
hypotheses of different sizes can be comparable. We achieve this by adding
the factor σh0 :
"
#
f M (A) =

∑ ∑ wvh + ∑

v∈V

h∈A

max σh0 min{wvh0 , wvh }

h∈H\A

(4.19)

h0 ∈A

What is left now is to prove that the function f M in (4.19) is monotone submodular. This can be achieved in two steps: first we will prove that f M is
submodular, and then that it is monotone.
Theorem 4.12 The general coverage function with multiscale correction f M is submodular.
Proof We can begin by splitting the expression in (4.19) in two sums. The
first term ∑h∈A wvh is, almost by definition, modular. Let us define the
shorthand gh,h0 = σh0 min{wvh0 , wvh } for some fixed v. Then we have to
0 (A) =
prove that the second term f M
∑h∈H\A maxh0 ∈A gh,h0 is submodular, or
in other words, that for all sets A ⊆ B ⊆ H:
∆ f M0 (e | A) ≥ ∆ f M0 (e | B)
0 and rearranging terms, we have that:
By plugging the definition of f M

∑

max gh,h0 −

0
h∈H\(A∪{e}) h ∈A∪{e}

∑

max gh,h0 ≥

h∈H\A

h0 ∈A

∑

max gh,h0 −

0
h∈H\(B∪{e}) h ∈B∪{e}

∑

z

h∈H\B

+

≥0

"
max gh,h0

h0 ∈A∪{e}

∑

h∈B\A

∑

h∈H\B

max gh,h0
h0 ∈B

#

}|
{
− max gh,h0 + max gh,h0 − max gh,h0
h0 ∈B∪{e}

"

h0 ∈B

h0 ∈A

#
max gh,h0 − max gh,h0 + max ge,h0 − max ge,h0 ≥ 0
h0 ∈A
h0 ∈B∪{e}
h0 ∈A∪{e}
|
{z
}
|
{z
}
h0 ∈A∪{e}

≥0

≥0
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We observe three inequalities that always hold, the first due to the submod0 and
ularity of the max and the other two due to its monotonicity. Thus, f M
f M are submodular.

Theorem 4.13 The general coverage function with multiscale correction f M is
monotone, if the correction factors σh are restricted to σh0 ≤ 1, ∀h0 .
Proof We need to show that for every element e, ∆ f M (e | A) ≥ 0 holds. By
plugging f M (and the shorthand gh,h0 from Theorem 4.12 where convenient)
and rearranging terms accordingly, we have that:
"

∑

v∈V

wve − max σh0 min{wvh0 , wve }+
h0 ∈A∪{e}

∑

#



h∈H\A

max gh,h0 − max gh,h0
h0 ∈A
|
{z
}
h0 ∈A∪{e}

≥0

≥0

Note that for fixed v and e, it will always hold that:
max σh0 min{wvh0 , wve } ≤ σh∗ wve

h0 ∈A∪{e}

where h∗ = arg min ge,h0
h0 ∈A∪{e}

So in order to ensure that wve − σh wve ≥ 0, we need that σh ≤ 1, ∀h. Then the
sum above will be always non-negative and thus, f M will be monotone. 
Alternative coverage function: windows as voting elements
Even though the extended coverage function shown in (4.19) is very general
and elegantly stated, it might be expensive to evaluate in practice for very
large hypotheses spaces. Thus, we can also find a suitable alternative in a
way analogous to the one in section 4.1.4 at page 51.
If we recall the alternative bipartite graph (windows and hypotheses) in the
uni-scale scenario, the “overlap” edge weights between two windows x and
x 0 (associated to hypotheses h and h0 ) were symmetrical, i.e.
wxh0 = wx0 h = | Ah,h0 | min{uh , uh0 }
This will be no longer the case in the multi-scale setting, since the overlap
votes will be normalized by the size correction factors σ. All the overlap
votes received by some hypothesis h will be multiplied by σh .
Thus, the new approximate function incorporating the multiscale correction
will be given by:
f b,M (A) =

∑ sh + ∑

h∈A

h∈H\A

max σh0 | Ah,h0 | min{uh , uh0 }
h0 ∈A

(4.20)

By arguments similar to the ones in sections 4.1.4 and 4.1.5, this function
can be proved to be monotone submodular, provided that σh0 ≤ 1.
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Figure 4.5: Multiscale extension of the voting window scheme. Note that the overlap votes, i.e.,
the ones cast by a window to the other windows that overlap with it, are no longer symmetrical
due to the inclusion of the correction factors σ.

4.2

Use of the objective functions with the MDPM

The functions presented so far can be immediately applied to sliding-window
detectors with one type of window, without further differentiation between
roots and parts, or between mixture components. In this section we will discuss some details that we should take into account in order to use them with
the multi-scale, deformable part model (MDPM) described in the previous
chapter.
There are basically two new considerations introduced by the use of the
MDPM:
• The differentiation between root and part windows
• The bias term of different mixture components in the model

4.2.1

Handling of the deformable parts

As we saw in Chapter 3, the MDPM works with two different kinds of filters:
the root filters, that detect the general shape of the object; and the part filters,
that scan the image at twice the resolution and detect specific sub-regions
of the object. In general, a hypothesis h will be voted by one root window
(picked by the root filter) and Nk part windows, where k is the index of the
mixture component of h. Moreover, the part windows are allowed to deviate
from their ideal position (the “anchor points”) and vote for several different
hypotheses, subject to a deformation cost.
There are several ways in which we can integrate the votes coming from the
parts to the model presented so far in this chapter. Let us describe them
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and discuss their advantages and compromises. The following alternatives
can be used with both the exact objective functions (with pixels as voting
elements) and the alternative objective functions (with windows as voting
elements).

Working with the aggregated hypothesis windows
A very straightforward alternative is to just work with the hypothesis windows, which will be assigned their total scores as given by (2.5). That way,
we will be dealing with one type of window, and we can directly apply all
the functions presented here. Moreover, we do not need to worry about the
bias terms when comparing hypotheses because they are already included
in the overall score, and the relative comparison between hypotheses will be
the same than in the original MDPM of [10]. The downside is some loss of
flexibility if we wanted to consider the coverage of the individual parts.

Taking the part windows as “part hypotheses”
Another possibility is to work with two types of hypothesis: root hypotheses
(that can be voted by root elements) and part hypotheses (that can be voted
by part elements). Then we will effectively have two bipartite graphs, and
we can use the objective functions discussed before with both of them, separately. On the other hand, from the backtracking (section 3.3.3) we know
which part windows are voting for which object hypotheses, so for each step
of the iteration, we could compute the coverage of a hypothesis h j as:
Nk j

∆ ( h j ) = ∆ (r j ) +

∑ ∆( p j,n ) · d j,n

(4.21)

n =1

where ∆(r j ) is the marginal gain of choosing the root hypothesis r j (the one
associated with h j ) and similarly, ∆( p j,n ) are the marginal gains of picking
each of the part hypotheses p j,n associated with h j . Note that the part hypotheses come directly from the part filters and can be characterized in a
similar way than the object hypothesis: p j,n = ( x j,n , y j,n , l j,n , k0k j ,n ), where k0k j ,n
is the “part type index” of the n-th part of mixture component k j . Each part
hypothesis is assigned the full score directly given by the part filter, without
any deformation cost. A part hypothesis can contribute to the overall coverage of several different object hypotheses, but in different degrees according
to the deformation cost between the part and the object. The term d j,n (called
the deformation coefficient) serves as a correction factor. It is simply the ratio of the discounted vote of the part p j,n for the hypothesis h j , and the full
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score of the part p j,n .

d j,n =

Dk j ,n,l j −λ (2( x̂ j , ŷ j ) + vk j ,n )

(4.22)

Rk j ,n,l j −λ (2( x̂ j , ŷ j ) + vk j ,n )

if we keep the same nomenclature used in (3.8) and (3.9). Note that d j,n ≤ 1.
The whole process is illustrated in Figure 4.6.
There is a problem with this approach: the part hypotheses share the same
voting elements (they are located in the same “part image”) and they might
overlap each other or at least have common overlapping windows. Then,
it is not possible to simply add their individual marginal gains, but instead we would need to compute the gain of picking the set of Nk j parts:
∆({ p j,1 , p j,2 , . . . , p j,Nk }). Then it is not clear how to integrate the deformaj
tion information encoded in the d j,n . An alternative is to just use the undiscounted part hypotheses coverages, but that will signify a deviation from
the deformable parts model.
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Figure 4.6: Computation of the marginal gains when the root and part elements are in two
separate graphs. The lines at the right are not actual edges, but instead indicate which root
and part gains will be used for computing the total coverage of some hypothesis h, ∆(h). The
numbers indicate the coefficient to use for each term of the sum.
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Root and parts windows voting for the same hypotheses nodes
Fortunately, there is a better alternative than the one presented in the last
paragraph. Let us consider again that we have two sets: root voting elements
and part voting elements, each set casting votes for its own set of hypotheses
(so we still have two separate bipartite graphs). The root hypotheses correspond to the actual object hypotheses. The part hypotheses are detected
in a separate copy of the image, but from the backtracking information we
know exactly which parts vote for which objects. We also know the deformation discount for all (part, object) pairs (encoded in the same deformation
coefficients introduced in (4.22)).
There is a suitable way of merging these two graphs in one: for each part
hypotheses p j,n , we can take all the edges that point to it, an make them
point instead towards the object hypotheses that are supported by that part.
We will need to replicate the edges so there is a copy for each of those object
hypotheses, and the weights of the copies will be multiplied by the appropriate deformation coefficient d j,n . If there is more than one edge between
a voting element and a hypothesis, we merge them adding their weights.
That way, we will have one bipartite graph with the root and part elements
casting votes for a single set of object hypotheses (Figure 4.7), and we can
directly apply the functions presented in this chapter.

4.2.2

Handling of the bias term of different mixture components

The functions described so far work quite well for deformable part models
of one component, however a difficulty found when extending this approach
to the multi-component setting (more than one deformable parts model per
object category, generally corresponding to different orientations or viewpoints of the object) was how to handle the bias term b included in the score
expressions in (2.1) or (2.5). In the original work of [10], the bias term is
just added to the overall score, and later the scores of the hypotheses are
compared without taking into account the separate contribution of the root
and parts filters. The reason of having a bias term is to be able to compare
scores of hypotheses of different components, since in general, the responses
(cross-correlation of the filters and the sub-windows of the feature pyramid)
are not normalized and there is no obvious way of comparing responses of
different filters.4
In all the approaches presented in this chapter, however, the contributions
of the roots and parts filters to the scores have been separated, and they are
explicitly compared when the overlap discounts are computed. If all the hy4 We

should remember that the filters’ coefficients are ultimate weights that were found
by training the latent SVM underlying the MDPM, and the training was made using full
object hypotheses, not individual parts.
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Figure 4.7: Computation of the marginal gain for roots and parts merged in one graph. Left:
connecting the part “hypotheses” to their corresponding roots, each with its deformation coefficient d j,n . Note that a part can vote for more than one root. Right: the resulting graph. Some
weights have been omitted for clarity.

potheses come from the same mixture component, this does not represent a
problem. On the other hand, if there are hypotheses of different components
we need to distribute the bias term among the root and parts that make up
the overall score, in some meaningful manner. Some ways of doing this are:
• Putting the bias term in the root filter score (this was also the method
chosen in the greedy detector of chapter 3).
• Distributing the bias term equally among the root and parts filters of
the hypothesis.
• Distributing the bias term among the filters of the hypothesis, in a
way proportional to the contribution of the filter responses to the total
score.
• If the alternative objective function of voting windows to hypotheses
is used: putting the bias term in the direct votes of the root, or equally
split among the root and parts.
After testing these alternatives, we found that putting the bias term in the
root filter score alone offered the best results.
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(a) first iteration

(b) second iteration
Figure 4.8: Passive detector - assignment of hypotheses and vote weights to the voting elements.
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(c) third iteration

Figure 4.8: Passive detector - assignment of hypotheses and vote weights to the voting elements
(continued): these pictures correspond to one of the several passive detectors that were tried,
and they illustrate the process of assigning hypotheses to the voting elements, which here are the
pixels of the image. For this example, a non-uniform distribution of weights over the elements
in the window was used (to be precise, the highest weights were given to the elements in the
center, and then the weights for the elements in the periphery decrease with the square of the
distance from the center of the window).
Top left: the next best hypothesis (black rectangle) and its corresponding backtracked parts (red
rectangles). Note that the first iteration picked a true object, the second a true object as well
but with the wrong mixture component, and the third is a false positive.
Top center: the overall score map at the level of the detection.
Top right, bottom left: the assignment of filter types to the voting elements, for both roots and
parts. Each color denotes a different filter type (mixture components for the roots, part types
for the parts). The yellow, dashed box indicates the “update window”, i.e. the voting elements
that are being affected in the current iteration.
Bottom center, bottom right: the distribution of weights among the voting elements (for both
roots and parts), projected to the corresponding level of the response pyramid, for referential
purposes.
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Figure 4.9: Passive detector - behavior of the objective function with the iterations: here we
show the result of one of the tests, with a particularly difficult image that has several people
with strong overlaps. In this case, the passive detector with aggregated hypothesis windows was
used (see section 4.2.1). (a) The first four detections of the system are true objects. (b) The
first 16 detections, in this case with the colors of the bounding boxes indicating the scores of
the detections (red is high, blue is low). Note how the true detections have considerably higher
scores (which in this case are given by the marginal gains of each added hypothesis) since they
were added at the beginning. (c) Evolution of the marginal gain and objective function. Left:
the maximum marginal gain among the hypotheses, for each iteration. Note how it is always
decreasing, and the biggest changes correspond to the true detections, that are able to cover
a large part of the graph. Right: the objective function. After the first detections that were
actually correct and caused a steep slope, most of the graph has been covered and the function
flattens.
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Chapter 5

Active detection approach

So far we have been discussing the so-called positive coverage, that is, the
one that is applied when a true detection is identified. The underlying
intuition is that each voting element v ∈ V has a fixed number of votes to
distribute. If v has already voted for some hypothesis h, then its votes for
other hypotheses should be decreased by the same amount. Translated to
our model, that means that other hypotheses that share the same location
than the detection (and nearby ones) should have their votes discounted.
In the passive detection approach, i.e. without any feedback from an external
“expert”, this is in fact the one and only mechanism for coverage. In the passive approach, the system is oblivious to the ground truth of the detection
and just keeps blindly outputting the hypotheses with the highest marginal
gain as detections.
Now we are interested in incorporating evidence from some external “expert agent”, that for each detection suggested by the system will provide
a binary answer (true or false) to the question of whether or not the detection corresponds to a real (ground truth) object. This is the active detection
approach.

5.1

Negative coverage

Let us call negative coverage of a hypothesis h to the amount of weight that
is discounted from the edges of the graph G (either from the ones pointing
directly to h or to other hypotheses) whenever it is found that h does not
correspond to an actual object1 . The idea is akin to the one of positive
coverage, but with a crucial difference: while in the positive case we took
weight from edges neighboring the direct edges (this is, stemming from the
same voting elements), in the negative case we will take weight from the
1 We

can also say that h is an inactive hypothesis.
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edges that are similar to the ones pointing to the inactive hypothesis. The
intuition is that if h was found to be false, we would like to decrease our
confidence in other voting instances (edges in the graph) that are similar to
the direct votes to h. We could just fully discount (remove) the votes to h
and their similar ones, but this can be unfavorable, since some of the edges
might actually correspond to true objects. For that reason, in the negative
case the edges are always partially covered, with a coefficient γ that controls
how much of the edge weight is taken.

5.1.1

Similarity of edges

In the previous section we introduced the concept of similarity of edges,
but only in general terms. It is important now to provide a more formal
definition for it. The two main ideas are that the edges can be characterized
by some set of features, and that it is possible to define some measure of
distance between edges in terms of their features.
Choosing the best set of features for the edges is a typical example of the
problem of feature selection. Since an edge represents a (voting element,
hypothesis) pair, features of the voting elements and the hypotheses can be
taken as well. Several options include:
• The filter type
• The size/scale/level of the voting window that originated the edge (or
of the hypothesis)
• The position of the voting element
• The magnitude and direction of the anchor vector in the case of part
windows
• The relative position of the voting element within the voting window
• Some internal representation of the voting window or part of it, etc.
There is a relatively simple and straightforward way to obtain the features.
In chapter 3 we saw that the response maps of both roots and parts provide
the edge weights of our bipartite graph. The maps themselves are the result
of cross-correlating each of the filters of the model with the different levels of
the feature pyramid H obtained from the input image. The feature pyramid
encodes the appearance and shape of different cells or patches taken from
the image (of size 8 × 8 pixels in both [10] and our system) in the form
of HOG descriptors of 31 components. A voting window represents an
array of w × h of such cells. So in fact, every location ( x, y, l ) in the feature
pyramid H has a HOG descriptor that encodes its local appearance. On
the other hand, the windows represent the support of the voting elements
that they encompass for a given hypothesis. Each patch of the window can
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be considered to represent the specific appearance of the voting elements
spanned by it, and can be associated to the set of edges stemming from
those elements to the hypothesis supported by that window. Thus, we can
use the HOG descriptors as features of the edges (or sets of edges).
For that matter, the features that will characterize a vote are:
• The filter type of the voting window
• The HOG descriptor of the patch of the voting window that spans the
voting element
Hierarchical clustering
Now we are left with defining what to be “similar” or “close to each other”
means. The choice of the metric is of natural importance here. Being the
HOG descriptors (as described in chapter 3) composed of 31 dimensions
coming from the histograms over orientations and normalization channels,
we considered that a Euclidean distance would not be conceptually meaningful, since there is no clear relation between such heterogeneous dimensions.
Instead the cosine distance was considered the adequate choice, since we
are more interested in the orientation of the vectors than in their magnitude.
Another reason of the choice was that the cosine distance is very efficient
to evaluate, especially for sparse vectors, as only the non-zero dimensions
need to be considered.
For two given patches, the cosine distance2 between their HOG descriptors
p1 and p2 is defined as:
dcos (p1 , p2 ) = 1 − p

p1 · p2

kp1 kkp2 k

(5.1)

Since the HOG descriptors are in a positive space (there are no negative
components), it holds that 0 ≤ dcos (p1 , p2 ) ≤ 1.
We will further formalize the concept of “similar edges” by grouping them
in clusters. Then, two edges are similar simply if they belong to the same
cluster. With our new notion of distance, we can explicitly state that two
edges (v, h) and (v0 , h0 ) belong to the same cluster c iff:
• They come from voting windows of the same filter type.
• The distance between the HOG descriptors of their patches is below
some threshold, according to the cosine criterion: dcos (p1 , p2 ) ≤ dmax .
Finally, we need to determine how to construct the clusters. A method
such as k-means is not suitable here because we do not know in advance,
2 Note that the cosine distance is not a proper distance metric as it does not comply with
the triangle inequality. However, we will keep the name since it is widely used in the field.
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the number of clusters that we will obtain. Instead, what we know is the
maximum distance between two patches for them to be in the same cluster.
Then, a hierarchical clustering method [18] is the natural choice. We used
the agglomerative or “bottom-up” approach, where each vector starts in its
own cluster, and pairs of clusters are merged as one moves up the hierarchy.
As the linkage criterion we used the complete linkage, also called furthest
neighbor, which uses the largest distance between objects in two clusters:
dcomplete ( X, Y ) = max dcos ( x, y)
x ∈ X,y∈Y

(5.2)

The complete linkage has the advantages of resulting in compact, round
cluster of approximately the same size; and of avoiding the chaining phenomenon present when using the single linkage (nearest neighbor) approach.
With the distances between the patches and the linkage criterion, it is possible to construct a hierarchical tree or dendrogram, where the height of a node
indicates the distance at which the clusters below the node were merged.
Then, the distance threshold determines a height where the tree will be cut,
keeping the merges below the cut as clusters.
Note that (5.1) will have problems if any HOG descriptor p equals the null
vector 0. This will be the case only for the “padded” patches, i.e. the ones
that were added outside the borders of the original feature maps for handling windows close to the borders. The solution was to simply separate
those “outer patches” before the clustering process, and then just put them
in their own clusters, grouping together the ones that come from the top,
bottom, left and right sides of the image.

5.1.2

Objective functions for negative coverage

After establishing the concept of similarity between edges and determining
which edges are similar (via hierarchical clustering), what is left is to determine how to compute the negative coverage. In a similar fashion than
Chapter 4, we will begin with the unit-weight vote case, and then generalize
to the case with arbitrary vote weights.
We cluster the edges based on their types, and use c : V × H → Z+ to denote the index of the cluster that contains edge (v, h). Observing a negative
hypothesis will decrease the weights for all edges that share the same cluster with the false votes. However, as we mentioned before, we would like
to perform this discounting in a gradual way, first decreasing the weights
by a small amount, and as we obtain more evidence of edges of a certain
type tend to vote for false hypotheses, we become more confident in covering those edges. The proportion of edge weight that should be covered, γ,
could be expressed as a concave function of the number of negative supports
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observed:
γ(v, h, A) = g(nneg (v, h, A))

(5.3)

where nneg (v, h, A) = |{h0 ∈ A : ∃v0 : c(v0 , h0 ) = c(v, h)}| is the number of
false hypotheses that are being voted by any edge in the same cluster than
(v, h); and g(n) is a concave function that serves as a smoothing filter for
nneg . In general, we wish that g(0) = 0 and limn→∞ g(n) = 1. A typical
choice will be:
g(n) = 1 − ζ n

for some constant ζ ∈ [0, 1]

(5.4)

The negative discount factor ζ controls the “aggressiveness” with which the
weights will be discounted. If ζ = 0, all the edges in the cluster c will be
fully discounted as soon as one of them votes for a negative hypothesis.3 If
ζ = 1, the edges will never be discounted. Typical values for ζ are 0.25 or
0.5.
(1)

We can define a set function f neg,v,h : 2H → R≥0 that gives the amount of
coverage of any edge (v, h) ∈ G when selecting the negative hypotheses in
the set A ⊆ H:
(1)

f neg,v,h (A) = γ(v, h, A) = g(nneg (v, h, A))

(5.5)

(1)

Theorem 5.1 The set function f neg,v,h (A), as defined in (5.5), is monotone submodular.
Proof We begin by noting that the set function f 0 (A) = |A| is monotone
modular. If there are C clusters in total, let us define the subsets H1 , . . . , HC ⊂
H as follows:
Hi = { h 0 ∈ H : ∃ v 0 : c ( v 0 , h 0 ) = i }
By the property of restriction, the set function nneg (v, h, A) = f 0 (A ∩ Hi )
where i = c(v, h) will be monotone modular as well. Finally, since g(n) is
a concave function, by the properties of submodularity the composition of
nneg and g will be monotone submodular.

Corollary 5.2 The objective function for negative coverage over the entire graph
(1)

f neg (A) =

∑

(1)

f neg,v,h (A) =

(v,h)∈G

∑

γ(v, h, A)

(5.6)

(v,h)∈G

is monotone submodular.
(1)

Proof Since f neg (A) is a non-negative linear combination of monotone sub(1)

modular functions f neg,v,h (A), this follows immediately from the properties
of submodularity.

3 With

the understanding that 00 = 1.
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From here we can quite easily generalize to the case of arbitrary weights,
since the only change will be that the edge weights are multiplied by the
proportion of negative coverage γ.
Corollary 5.3 The objective function for negative coverage over the entire graph,
for arbitrary weights
f neg (A) =

∑

γ(v, h, A) · wvh

(5.7)

(v,h)∈G

is monotone submodular.
Proof Since f neg (A) is a non-negative linear combination of monotone submodular functions γ(v, h, A) for given v and h (it is non-negative because
wvh ≥ 0, ∀v, h), this follows immediately from the properties of submodularity.


5.2

The objective function for the active detection task

Now we have all the pieces that we need for constructing our objective function for the active detection task, where the system receives feedback from
an external expert regarding the veracity of the detections. But first we need
to define some additional notation.
We are given a set H of hypotheses h1 , . . . , hn where each hypothesis represents a possible location/configuration of the target object. We will also use
y1 , . . . , yn ∈ O = {+1, −1} to denote the (initially unknown) labels of the
hypotheses, such that y j = +1 if hypothesis h j is true (i.e. there exists an
object at location h j ) and y j = −1 otherwise.
In the active scenario, the objective functions will be in terms of sets of
(hypothesis, outcome) pairs, that is f : 2H×O → R≥0 . Instead of a set A ⊂ H
of picked hypotheses, the argument will be a set yA ⊂ H × O .
We can readily construct the set function that gives the amount of coverage
of some edge (v, h) ∈ G for both positive and negative hypotheses in terms of
the set yA , by combining the functions (4.1) and (5.5):
(
1
if ∃h0 : (h0 , +) ∈ yA ∧ (v, h0 ) ∈ G
(1)
f v,h (yA ) =
(5.8)
g(nneg (v, h, yA )) otherwise
where now nneg (v, h, yA ) = |{(h0 , −) ∈ yA : ∃v0 : c(v0 , h0 ) = c(v, h)}|. Since
a given hypothesis h can be either positive or negative, but not both, and it
cannot change its label later on (only new hypotheses with their outcomes
can be added to the set), this function is monotone submodular by proofs
analogous to the ones in Chapter 4.
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It is also possible to construct the function for the case with arbitrary weights,
by combining the function (4.10) and (5.5) with the corresponding weights:

f v,h (yA ) = min


max

h0 :(h0 ,+)∈yA

wvh0 , (1 − γvh )wvh

+ γvh wvh

(5.9)

where γvh = g(nneg (v, h, yA )). We can understand the second term of
f v,h (yA ) as the fraction of weight that is taken due to the negative coverage, and the first term as the fraction taken due to positive coverage, but
that has been computed with the remaining weight of the edge (v, h) after
having been discounted by γ. Note that wvh0 does not have the negative
discount factor, since we know that the edge (v, h0 ) is voting for a positive
hypothesis, and thus its complete weight is used.
Also note that we are encoding the same behavior than (5.8), which is a
particular case of (5.9) when the weights are restricted to be in the set {0, 1}.
(1)

Proposition 5.4 The function f v,h (yA ) in (5.8) is a particular case of f v,h (yA ) in
(5.9) when the weights wvh are restricted to be in {0, 1}.
Proof The proof is straightforward. Let us assume that the edge (v, h) actually exists, i.e. wvh = 1. If the maximum among the weights wvh0 of
the first term is zero, then the first term vanishes and we are left with
γ = g(nneg (v, h, yA )). But all the wvh0 being zero is equivalent to the second case of (5.8). The only alternative is if the maximum of the wvh0 is 1.
Then, since 1 − γ ≤ 1, we have that f v,h (yA ) = (1 − γ) + γ = 1.

Finally, the coverage of the entire graph in the active detection scenario can
be expressed as:
f (yA ) =

∑ ∑

f v,h (yA )

(5.10)

v∈V h∈H

The function (5.9) can be proved to be monotone submodular in the usual
way, but we have to account for the cases when the added element has a
positive or a negative label, i.e. ∆((e, +) | yA ) and ∆((e, −) | yA ). In the
first case, γ will stay constant and max wvh0 can only increase. The second
case is the opposite: the max will stay constant and γ can only increase. For
proving that (5.10) is monotone submodular, we only have to note that it is
a non-negative linear combination of functions (5.9).
The function f (yA ) in (5.9) can be written in another way that sheds light on
its conceptual interpretation. Let us define A+ = {h0 : (h0 , +) ∈ yA }. Then,
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by expanding (5.9) and rearranging terms, we have that:
direct positive votes


f (yA ) =

z

∑ ∑


v∈V

positive coverage due to overlap

}|
{ z
(1 − γvh )wvh +

h∈A+

∑

h∈H\A+


}|
{

max min {wvh0 , (1 − γvh )wvh }

h0 ∈A+

+

∑ ∑

γvh wvh

(5.11)

v∈V h∈H

|

{z

}

total negative coverage

where γvh is the negative discount factor for the corresponding edge (v, h).
Here, the whole first term of the sum would correspond to the total positive
coverage.
This function could be adapted to the multiscale setting in a way similar
to what was done in chapter 4, by including the scale corrector factors σh0
(although this might impose new conditions on the possible values of σh0 in
order to be monotone submodular):
f (yA ) =

∑

v∈V

"

∑

(1 − γvh )wvh +

h∈A+

∑

h∈H\A+

#
max σh0 min {wvh0 , (1 − γvh )wvh }

h0 ∈A+

+

∑ ∑

γvh wvh (5.12)

v∈V h∈H

An alternative that was explored in this work was the objective function
where the edge weights are always discounted if there is some edge of the
same cluster voting for a negative hypothesis:


f v,h (yA ) = min
max (1 − γvh0 )wvh0 , (1 − γvh )wvh
(5.13)
h0 :(h0 ,+)∈yA

where γ = g(nneg (v, h, yA )), and its respective extensions for the complete
graph and for the multiscale setting in the way presented in Chapter 4. Although empirically observed to behave as monotone submodular (in expectation although not strongly monotone, see [16]), it has the downside of
indiscriminately discounting all edges, even though some might correspond
to positive hypotheses that have not been picked yet.

5.3

Adaptive submodularity

The behavior of the functions (5.9) and (5.10) can be studied under the framework of adaptive submodularity [16].
Keeping the nomenclature used in [16], each hypothesis h would be an item
to pick from the finite set of items H. Each item h is in a particular (initially
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unknown) state from the set O = {−1, 1}, which corresponds to the hypothesis being true or false. We will also use a function φ : H → O to represent
the realization (set of all hypotheses in the ground set), and Φ to denote a
random realization. The random variable yh will represent the actual state
of the hypothesis h. We will assume a uniform prior probability distribution
p(φ) over the states, plus conditional independence of the outcomes, so that
P[yh = 1] = α and P[yh = −1] = 1 − α. Since we want the system to be as
robust as possible, we will further consider that α = 1/2.
As described in [16], we consider the problem of picking a a hypothesis
h, observe its state Φ(h) and update the partial realization ψ that represents
what we know so far about the state of the hypotheses. The goal is to encode
an strategy as a policy π, which will specify which hypothesis to pick next
under a particular set of observations.
In this application we have our utility function f (yA ), where utility is defined as the amount of weight covered in the bipartite graph. We wish
to either maximize the expected utility under a budget of k hypotheses to
pick (Adaptive Stochastic Maximization), or to find find the cheapest policy
that achieves some quota Q (usually the total weight of the graph) in the
minimum expected number of iterations, i.e. hypotheses to pick (Adaptive
Stochastic Minimum Cost Cover). The specific choice depends on the way
the detector is used. For this work, the aim is to explain the image (i.e. cover
the edges of the graph, up to an approximation factor) with the least number of requests to the expert, so the corresponding task is the Minimum Cost
Cover. Following again [16], the average cost cavg (π ) of a policy is the expected number of picked items, i.e. cavg (π ) := E[|A(π, φ)|], where A(π, φ)
is the set of hypotheses selected by π under realization φ. Then the goal is
to find:
π ∗ ∈ arg min cavg (π ) such that f (A(π, φ), φ) ≥ Q for all φ

(5.14)

π

where Q = η f (H, φ) and η is the approximation factor to the full coverage
(some possible values for η are 0.9 or 0.95).
In both cases, we can exploit the fact that f (yA ) is monotone submodular.
Then, given a partial realization ψ, a new hypothesis e and under the assumptions mentioned before for p(φ) (uniform prior for each outcome and
independence between outcomes, also known as the factorial prior), the conditional expected marginal benefit (or expected marginal gain) of e conditioned
on having observed ψ is:
∆(e | ψ) = E[ f (dom(ψ) ∪ {e}, Φ) − f (dom(ψ), Φ) | Φ ∼ ψ]

(5.15)

where for us dom(ψ) would correspond to A, the set of picked hypotheses; and the partial realization ψ would correspond to the current set of
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(hypothesis, observation) pairs. Besides, Φ is a random variable representing the actual realization for this particular graph, given by the (hypothesis, ground-truth outcome) pairs. The realization Φ being conditioned
on ψ corresponds to the update of the edge weights in our graph whenever a new hypothesis is picked, so the expected benefits for the remaining
unknown hypotheses change accordingly. Since we have determined that
P[Φ(h) = y | Φ ∼ ψ] = 1/2, ∀h, ψ, y ∈ {−1, 1}, i.e. the probability of any
outcome is uniform and independent of the other outcomes; we will have
that:
1
1
∆(e | ψ) = ∆ f ((e, +) | yA ) + ∆ f ((e, −) | yA )
2
2
In other words, the expected marginal gain ∆(e | ψ) of each hypothesis e
is the sum of the marginal gains in the event that e is observed as positive
(e, +) and in the event that e is observed as negative (e, −), weighted by
their probabilities (which are both equal to 1/2), under the current partial
realization.
In the previous section we showed that f (yA ) is monotone submodular for
any new hypothesis e with any outcome and under any partial realization
(understood as the states of the hypotheses already picked). If that is the
case, then f (yA ) is also adaptive submodular with respect to the distribution p(φ) as defined above. This allows us to use the adaptive greedy policy
π greedy described in [16], which is the natural generalization of the classical
non-adaptive greedy algorithm introduced in chapters 2 and 3 to the adaptive setting; and we expect to get the approximation guarantees stated in
[16].
Also, the adaptive-submodularity allows us to implement the accelerated
adaptive greedy algorithm, which exploits the fact that the marginal gain for
any item h ∈ H is non-increasing. Thus, we can compute the expected
marginal gains ∆(h | ψ) for the hypotheses h in decreasing order of the upper bounds known to them, until we find a hypothesis whose value is at
least as large as the known upper bounds of all the others [16].
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Chapter 6

Implementation and Evaluation

In this chapter we present some details relative to the actual implementation
of the algorithms discussed before. Then we briefly described the evaluation metrics used, for finishing with the results obtained when applying the
present methods with the PASCAL VOC dataset.

6.1

Implementation details

All the systems were developed in MATLAB R . There were several reasons
for this choice:
• The source code of the base MDPM [10] was available in MATLAB
(although several computation-intensive functions were written in C
and called from MATLAB using the MEX framework).
• MATLAB offers facilities for fast matrix computations (matrix sums,
products, element-wise maximum or minimum, and so on). Many
operations can be accelerated using vectorization.
• MATLAB offers a full-fledged, user-friendly graphical interface, which
allows to work with images in a convenient way.

6.1.1

Computation of the filters’ responses

Taking as an input the feature pyramid produced in [10], we used a structure R that keeps the response maps Rk,i,l of the filters (for both roots and
parts) at each level of the pyramid H. Besides, the structure also keeps the
latest distance-transformed responses Dk,i,l of the part filters at each level,
the optimal displacement maps Pk,i,l ; and the overall score map (defined in
(2.5) and computed as indicated in Chapter 3).
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6.1.2

Greedy algorithm

The greedy algorithm for the MDPM is a direct adaptation of the one presented in [4], using the modeling and secondary features described in Chapter 3. It begins by searching the best scored candidate hypothesis h∗ in the
overall score maps stored in the structure R. A hypothesis is considered
a suitable candidate only if its overall score is above the threshold of the
underlying latent SVM. Once it is found (applying the optional overlap discount and hypothesis expansion if needed), the location of its root window
r ∗ is directly known, and using the optimal displacement maps, the locations of the part windows p∗n can be backtracked. Then, these positions are
projected to the response maps of the corresponding filters at each level of
R, discounting the score of the selected windows in the area of influence
of the projected location, which size is determined by the radius ε. The process is repeated until there are no suitable candidate hypotheses, or until the
maximum number of detections is achieved.

6.1.3

Making the filters’ responses non-negative

Note that in all the derivations in chapter 4 and 5, we have worked under
the assumption that the edge weights wvh are always non-negative. However,
the original system in [10] will provide filter response values that can also
be negative. In other to make them suitable to use with the monotone submodular functions presented, all the responses were shifted by an amount b0
so that all their values are non-negative. Also, the individual shifts applied
to each filter and their sum (the total shift) are kept so it is possible to bring
back the original “raw” scores of the MDPM. The applied shifts do not affect the detection system because the overall scores are just the sum of the
individual contribution of the filters (see (2.5)), and the distance transform
D in (2.4) is not affected by the offset:
D { Ri,l ( x, y) + b0 } = D { Ri,l ( x, y)} + b0
For hypotheses of the same mixture component, the relative ordering of
their scores will be preserved; and also for hypotheses of different mixture
components if proper care is taken in keeping the original bias terms bk .

6.1.4

“Passive” detection (positive coverage objective function)

For the implementation of the detection using the positive coverage objective
functions of Chapter 4 (the so-called “passive approach”), we need to collect
all the available candidate hypotheses and compute the positions and score
of their root and part windows at once. The resulting set of root windows
{r j } and part windows { p j,n } can be used for building the bipartite graphs
for each case.
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Computation of the overlaps The overlap areas can be efficiently computed pairwise for all windows (roots and parts separately), from the positions of the (upper left corners of) the voting windows and their respective
sizes (which are completely determined by the filters that originated them).
In the case of the root windows, they are already uniquely located in the
( x, y, l, k) space. In the case of the parts, it can be that several hypotheses
backtracked to the same window. For that reason there is a previous step
that identifies redundant windows (the ones that share the same ( x, y, l, k )
i.e. position, level and filter type) and groups them in one. This allows to
speed up the computation of the overlaps significantly. A mapping of the
grouped windows to the original windows is also kept.
Level correction factors Since the level correction factors σ depend solely
on the sizes of the filter windows (they are independent of the specific image), they are pre-computed and included in the model structure.
Objective function with windows as voting elements The construction of
the graph is straightforward, using the roots and parts windows and their
scores, the computed overlaps, and integrating the part windows into the
graph as described in section 4.2.1. The edges can be obtained implicitly
from the information above, or they can be stored in a sparse array or a list
of lists (depending of the graph representation chosen). This represents a
trade-off between memory usage and computation time, and will depend of
the number of candidate hypotheses that were picked at the beginning.
Objective function with pixels as voting elements In this case the graph
is too large for being stored explicitly, but fortunately there is a convenient
way of obtaining the edges implicitly. We can create two pixel maps (for the
root elements and part elements) that will store, for each voting element v,
the maximum weight among the votes cast by v to the selected hypotheses
in the set A, that is Mv (A) = maxh0 ∈A wvh0 . Then the marginal gains for each
new hypothesis e can be efficiently computed in an iterative way, using:
∆ f (e | A) =

∑ ∑

[min{max ( Mv (A), wve ) , wvh } − min{ Mv (A), wvh }]

v∈V h∈H

(6.1)
Note that we only have to iterate over the elements v spanned by the window of e and over the hypotheses h that overlap with e (we already know
which windows share some overlap), thus speeding up the computation significantly. Here we can also take advantage of vectorization and efficient
matrix operations (max, sum) in MATLAB.
When using the objective function for the multiscale setting f M , the computation is a bit more involved but can be performed in a similar way. We just
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have to take the weights wvh0 to the same “scale” than wvh before comparing
them, multiplying or dividing them by σh0 as needed.

6.1.5

“Active” detection (combined positive and negative coverage objective functions)

Clustering of edges/voting patches For performing the clustering of voting patches described in section 5.1.1, there were several options available.
At the beginning it was considered to use an external package such as
fastcluster [23], but in the end we decided for MATLAB’s hierarchical
clustering implementation (linkage and cluster). These functions were
pre-compiled to native C code and thus are considerably faster than a normal MATLAB function [22]. According to the information provided by the
same [23], MATLAB’s cluster has a best-case time complexity of Θ( N 2 )
and a worst-case complexity of Ω( N 3 ). Moreover, the information provided
by [23] also shows that for the specific clustering parameters that we are
using (cosine distance, complete linkage) and typical number of patches (in
the order of 104 to 105 ), the alternative implementations did not offer any
substantial advantage over MATLAB’s linkage and cluster.
In order to find the clusters, the windows (roots and parts separately) are
grouped by filter type. Then, the patches of all windows of a given type
are retrieved from the feature pyramid H. Remember that each patch is
described by its 31-dimensional HOG representation. Since many of the
patches will belong to more than one window (whenever two or more windows overlap), we first obtain a set of unique patches that are identified by
a unique position ( x, y, l ) in the pyramid. This allows to speed up the clustering step considerably. A map of windows to patches is kept separately.
After the clustering, a map of windows to cluster indexes and the inverse
map of cluster indexes to windows are built; they will allow to compute the
negative discounts efficiently. Moreover, a counter is kept for each cluster
index, which will store the number of negative hypotheses that are voted by
any patch in the cluster.
When the objective function or a marginal gain is computed, we can simply
retrieve the cluster indexes of the patches in the voting window, compute
their negative discount factors and apply them to the edges corresponding
to the voting elements spanned by the patch and the hypothesis associated
with the window.

6.2

Evaluation metrics

For the evaluation of the proposed system (in particular the greedy detector
and the passive detector), we using the PASCAL VOC 2008 datasets [8]. The
VOC2008 database contains a total of 10,057 annotated images of real-world
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scenes. The annotations consist of bounding boxes surrounding objects that
have been labeled as instances of one of the 20 available classes:
• person
• bird, cat, cow, dog, horse, sheep
• aeroplane, bicycle, boat, bus, car, motorbike, train
• bottle, chair, dining table, potted plant, sofa, tv/monitor
We are particularly interested in the detection task, where for each of the
classes the goal is to predict the bounding boxes of each object of that class
in a test image (if any).
The PASCAL protocol states that any object detector should provide its output (for a given object class) as a list of bounding boxes, each with an associated score that indicates the “confidence” of the detection. By thresholding
these scores at different levels, it is possible to obtain a precision-recall curve
across the images in the testing set [11], [8]. The definitions of precision and
recall are the standard ones: for a given threshold, the precision is the ratio
of detected boxes that are actual object instances and the total number of detections, and the recall is the ratio between the number of correct detections
and the total number of true object instances.
The PASCAL guidelines also indicate that a detection is considered to be
correct if its bounding box overlaps more than 50% with a ground-truth
bounding box (understanding overlap as the ratio of the area of the intersection of the boxes and the area of their union —this can also be interpreted
as the Jaccard similarity of the boxes seen as sets of pixels—). Otherwise,
the detection is considered to be a false positive. Multiple detections of the
same ground-truth object are detrimental to the evaluation score, since only
will be considered to be correct and all the others will be counted as false
positives. The overall evaluation score that is used for comparing different
detectors is the average precision (AP) of their precision-recall curves across
the test set [11], [8].

6.3

Results

The majority of the experiments were made using the PASCAL VOC 2008
test set for the person category. There was a cross-validation step for finding the best suitable values of some tunable parameters (specially for the
greedy detector). Fortunately the VOC dataset already provides support for
this, since they offer for each class a train set that can be used for setting
the parameters, and a separate val set that is useful for testing the generalization error (more information in [8]).
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Here we present the precision-recall curves for the greedy detector (in both
its original version and a with the clustering of voting windows enabled, as
described in section 3.4.4) and the first version of the passive detector. The
tests were performed using the test data for the person category that was
released in the PASCAL VOC 2008 Challenge website. We also include the
baseline (voc-release3) and the posterior releases of the MDPM for referential purposes, up to the grammar model that was included in voc-release5
and that is, to the best of our knowledge, a state-of-the-art detector for this
task.
Since all the algorithms proposed in this work are iterative and intrinsically
output their detections in decreasing order of confidence (score), we limited
the maximum number of detections for all the systems, in order to have a
fair comparison. We believe that being able to output correct detection in
just the first few iterations is a very desirable behavior for any incremental
detector such as these. Therefore, we experimented with 5, 8, 10 and 16 maximum detections. For each detector, we show the achieved average precision
(AP) and area under the curve (AUC) in Figures 6.1 to 6.4. The plots corresponding to the detectors proposed in this work are greedy, greedy-clust
and passive (the thicker red, magenta and blue lines). Table 6.1 shows the
exact results.
Figure 6.5 shows the same precision-recall curves but for each of the 20 categories of the full PASCAL VOC dataset. Here we include the base system
voc-release3, the proposed greedy detector and the two posterior releases
of the MDPM (voc-release4 and voc-release5). For each class, the detectors were run across all the images in the dataset that had at least one
instance of that class. Table 6.2 shows the obtained results when limiting
the number of detections to 5, 8 or 16.
Towards the end of the project, some tests were made with different prototypes of the active detector. Figure 6.6 shows the performance of an active detector using the objective function suggested in (5.13), against some
common baselines and the passive detector introduced before, and limiting the number of detections for all systems to 16. The score given by the
active-numd16-relgain detector to the PASCAL evaluation system is the
relative gain of each of the picked hypotheses, with respect to the maximum
value of the objective function (when the graph is fully covered). In other
words, if ∆(ht | ψt−1 ) is the expected marginal gain of picking hypothesis h
in the t-th iteration, then the relative gain is given by:
relgain(ht ) =
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Precision/Recall chart, class person, test set, max detections=5
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Figure 6.1: ROC curves for the person test set, maximum of 5 detections
Precision/Recall chart, class person, test set, max detections=8
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Figure 6.2: ROC curves for the person test set, maximum of 8 detections
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Precision/Recall chart, class person, test set, max detections=10
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Figure 6.3: ROC curves for the person test set, maximum of 10 detections
Precision/Recall chart, class person, test set, max detections=16
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Figure 6.4: ROC curves for the person test set, maximum of 16 detections
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Table 6.1: Detector performance for the VOC2008 person test set

Detector performance for the VOC person test set
Max. det.

Detector

AP

AUC

Max. recall

5

baseline
greedy
greedy-clust
passive
voc-grammar
voc-release4
voc-release5

0.522
0.587
0.577
0.542
0.678
0.592
0.594

0.513
0.616
0.593
0.532
0.702
0.587
0.587

0.722
0.692
0.673
0.738
0.777
0.707
0.736

8

baseline
greedy
greedy-clust
passive
voc-grammar
voc-release4
voc-release5

0.522
0.620
0.577
0.542
0.713
0.601
0.595

0.529
0.625
0.601
0.547
0.719
0.605
0.601

0.768
0.709
0.692
0.794
0.811
0.741
0.765

10

baseline
greedy
greedy-clust
passive
voc-grammar
voc-release4
voc-release5

0.522
0.619
0.577
0.559
0.713
0.602
0.600

0.532
0.625
0.600
0.551
0.722
0.608
0.608

0.775
0.712
0.692
0.816
0.816
0.751
0.777

16

baseline
greedy
greedy-clust
passive
voc-grammar
voc-release4
voc-release5

0.522
0.619
0.577
0.559
0.712
0.602
0.600

0.535
0.626
0.600
0.556
0.722
0.611
0.610

0.785
0.717
0.692
0.855
0.821
0.758
0.780

Average

baseline
greedy
greedy-clust
passive
voc-grammar
voc-release4
voc-release5

0.522
0.611
0.577
0.551
0.704
0.599
0.597

0.527
0.623
0.599
0.547
0.716
0.603
0.602

0.763
0.708
0.687
0.801
0.806
0.739
0.765
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Precision/Recall chart, class bicycle, max 16 dets
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Figure 6.5: ROC curves for all the object classes in the PASCAL VOC 2008 dataset
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Precision/Recall chart, class cat, max 16 dets
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Figure 6.5: Continued
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Precision/Recall chart, class horse, max 16 dets

Precision/Recall chart, class motorbike, max 16 dets
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Figure 6.5: Continued
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Precision/Recall chart, class train, max 16 dets

Precision/Recall chart, class tvmonitor, max 16 dets
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Figure 6.5: Concluded

Table 6.2: Detector performance for the full PASCAL VOC2008 dataset

Detector performance for the PASCAL VOC 2008 dataset
Maximum number of detections
5 dets.
8 dets.
16 dets.
AP
AUC
AP
AUC
AP
AUC

Class

Detector

aeroplane

greedy
voc-release3
voc-release5

0.578
0.549
0.576

0.578
0.551
0.587

0.578
0.549
0.576

0.578
0.551
0.588

0.578
0.549
0.576

0.578
0.551
0.588

bicycle

greedy
voc-release3
voc-release5

0.676
0.670
0.693

0.677
0.677
0.727

0.675
0.668
0.693

0.677
0.675
0.729

0.675
0.668
0.693

0.677
0.675
0.729

bird

greedy
voc-release3
voc-release5

0.353
0.402
0.570

0.335
0.384
0.581

0.353
0.403
0.574

0.337
0.390
0.591

0.353
0.402
0.573

0.338
0.396
0.593

boat

greedy
voc-release3
voc-release5

0.372
0.386
0.542

0.346
0.373
0.537

0.372
0.386
0.552

0.349
0.374
0.549

0.372
0.400
0.551

0.348
0.375
0.551

bottle

greedy
voc-release3
voc-release5

0.357
0.366
0.427

0.332
0.341
0.442

0.374
0.372
0.472

0.350
0.357
0.463

0.378
0.374
0.478

0.357
0.365
0.470

bus

greedy
voc-release3
voc-release5

0.631
0.618
0.623

0.632
0.638
0.623

0.631
0.618
0.622

0.632
0.637
0.624

0.631
0.618
0.622

0.632
0.637
0.628

car

greedy
voc-release3
voc-release5

0.424
0.451
0.517

0.432
0.438
0.537

0.440
0.450
0.540

0.434
0.439
0.542

0.441
0.452
0.545

0.436
0.443
0.549
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Table 6.2: Continued

Detector performance for the PASCAL VOC 2008 dataset

Class

88

Detector

Maximum number of detections
5 dets.
8 dets.
16 dets.
AP
AUC
AP
AUC
AP
AUC

cat

greedy
voc-release3
voc-release5

0.582
0.637
0.573

0.575
0.630
0.555

0.582
0.638
0.574

0.574
0.631
0.557

0.582
0.638
0.574

0.574
0.631
0.557

chair

greedy
voc-release3
voc-release5

0.356
0.360
0.472

0.332
0.348
0.461

0.357
0.376
0.472

0.337
0.357
0.468

0.357
0.376
0.471

0.339
0.362
0.472

cow

greedy
voc-release3
voc-release5

0.627
0.618
0.698

0.630
0.657
0.706

0.627
0.618
0.698

0.630
0.664
0.713

0.627
0.618
0.698

0.630
0.664
0.714

diningtable

greedy
voc-release3
voc-release5

0.725
0.726
0.769

0.770
0.778
0.806

0.725
0.726
0.769

0.770
0.778
0.806

0.725
0.726
0.769

0.770
0.778
0.806

dog

greedy
voc-release3
voc-release5

0.517
0.531
0.628
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Figure 6.6: ROC curves showing the performance of the first version of the active detector (red
line), with the VOC 2008 person test set
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6.3.1

Discussion

The greedy detector of chapter 3 showed a significant improvement of precision with the person test set, at the expense of a very small decrease in recall.
It is worth remembering that this approach makes no use of non-maximum
suppression, as the algorithm itself gets rid of redundant detections in a
principled manner. As the curves show, this approach was able to get 1.00
precision for a recall up to 0.1, and then to maintain more than 0.90 precision for a recall up to 0.5. The optional clustering of voting windows for the
greedy detector (magenta lines) did not show any apparent improvement so
it was not used in the following tests.
In general, the new algorithms result in fewer false positives, and these are
usually small, with low scores and close to the edges of the images (which
brings another possible heuristic: the position of the boxes in the images
could be used as an additional feature for the scoring). This is shown for
example in Figure 6.7.
Regarding the results for the different categories of the full VOC dataset,
it can be seen that our proposed greedy detector performs reasonably well
and surpasses the chosen baseline (voc-release3) in most of the categories
(or at least keeps the same accuracy). It should be noted that our detector
was mostly tested with the person category, so it is indeed significant that
it had a general good performance. It is our belief that with a more careful
choice of parameters and a larger validation set, better performance can be
achieved.
On the other hand we believe that the person test set, being completely
separate from the train+val set used for the full VOC2008, represents a
more balanced evaluation benchmark.
A separate remark is to be done for the passive detector that was used for
the first evaluations with the person test set (blue lines). Although it did
not represent a particularly large improvement, it was able to surpass the
baseline and in fact it was the detector that achieved the highest recall on
average (being even able to surpass the voc-grammar for the evaluation with
a maximum of 16 detections). To our understanding, the passive detector
(which is no more than a greedy pick of the hypotheses with the consecutive
highest positive coverages as defined in chapter 4) is more fitted to be used
as a part of the more complete active detector.
The active detector presented in Figure 6.6, which is one of the several that
were tried towards the end of the project, offers mixed results. It performs
better than the baseline (cyan line) and the passive version (thick blue line) as
one would expect, but it still has room for improvement, since it is supposed
to take advantage of the feedback from the external expert. As it was noted
in section 5.2, the objective function used here (5.13) has the problem of
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prematurely discounting all edge weights according to the negative discount
factors of their clusters, even though they might be direct edges to some (still
not picked) positive hypotheses. Besides, it is still necessary to calibrate
the gains between hypotheses of different mixture components, and this is
directly linked to a proper allocation of the bias term (see section 4.2.1). The
functions (5.11) and (5.12) represent the correct approach, and further tests
remain as part of the future work.

Figure 6.7: Sample detection. The two images at the top correspond to the new greedy
approach, with the detections (left) and the comparison with the ground truth (right). There,
green means true positive, yellow a correctly detected ground truth box, and red is false positive.
The two images at the bottom correspond to the original system; the boxes shown are the final
result after performing NMS.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

The main motivation of this project was to develop a more principled way
of selecting the best object hypotheses in the Multiscale, Deformable Parts
Model (MDPM) of [10]. In order to achieve this goal, we drew inspiration
from the Hough Forest detector of [13], and its probabilistic extension in
[4]. We were particularly interested in how to build a meaningful bipartite
graph between some set of evidence elements and the set of hypotheses of
object locations/configurations, in order to solve the problem of picking the
best possible set of detections by using submodular maximization of a set
function over the hypotheses.
We have showed several alternatives of how to use the information provided
by the MDPM for building such a graph. The main strength of the MDPM
is to combine the advantages of the sliding-window detectors (reduction to
a classification problem, use of long-range information) and the vote-based
detectors (flexibility with respect to variations in position or shape). The
greedy detector presented in chapter 3 was a first approach that operated
directly on the response maps of the filters, taking them as a representation
of vote weights from the evidence elements (positions in the image) to the
hypotheses described by a position, scale and component type. The induced
objective function (sum-max) was equivalent to the facility location task and
thus could be solved using the standard iterative greedy algorithm for submodular maximization. Multiple tests showed that this approach is sound
and quite promising for further developments.
In the second part of the project, we developed a new so-called passive detector, that relied on the overlaps between voting windows for computing
not only the best detection scores from the underlying LSVM, but also the
amount of graph covered, i.e. the other windows that would be “explained
away” (at least partially) by picking the best hypothesis. The objective function now aimed at covering the graph induced by the image as fast as possible. This approach was particularly suited for the active detection approach,
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where feedback from an external expert is taken into account for guiding
the detector towards the fastest coverage strategy. Several objective functions were proposed and it was formally proved that they had the desired
monotone submodular properties. Although more work is needed in order
to bring this last active detector to its full potential, this project was aimed
to be a proof of concept and in that regard the goals were accomplished.

7.1

Future work

Extension to a true probabilistic model As is widely known, the SVM
does not offer a probabilistic interpretation of its results. In the MDPM, the
root and parts filters (ultimately coefficients of the underlying LSVM), when
cross-correlated with the respective image features, result in non-probabilistic
scores. Although it is possible to work directly with these scores in a meaningful manner, we would like to reason about the “confidence” of the detections in probabilistic terms. One option is to implement Platt’s idea [24]
of fitting a logistic sigmoid to the outputs of a previously trained SVM, although it is known to be not very robust [5]. Another alternative that might
be promising is to use a Relevance Vector Machine (RVM) [26], [5].
Alternative methods for the computation of similarity Instead of the hierarchical clustering using the HOG descriptor as features that was described
in section 5.1.1, other options are the rapid window similarity algorithm ([1],
[17]) or the agglomerative clustering scheme of [21].
Usage with posterior releases of the MDPM The systems presented in
this work are based on the third release (voc-release3) of the MDPM of
[10]. However, they could be adapted to work with the posterior releases
(voc-release4, voc-release5) and take advantage of their improvements.
Non-uniform weight distribution among voting elements This idea was
already explained in chapter 4, but it still poses some challenges for the
implementation.
Improve the allocation of the bias term / multi-category detection As
was discussed at the end of chapter 4, it is not totally clear how to distribute
the bias terms among the windows that vote for a certain hypothesis, when
working with hypotheses from different mixture components. It is possible
than the posterior releases of the MDPM also offer a clearer way in this regard. Detecting multiple object categories at once would require to know
their corresponding bias terms so the responses of the different object models can be compared. Then, this task is very related to the previous one.
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Appendix A

Experimental notes

In this section we provide some details about the specific software and hardware systems used during the development of this thesis project.

A.1

Software Implementation

We used MATLAB R2012b —version 8.0.0.783, 64-bit— to implement the
systems and run the experiments. In addition, the large experiments (in
particular with the full PASCAL VOC 2008 dataset) were performed in the
parallel computer described in section A.2. Below we provide the output of
MATLAB’s ver command for both machines.
• Desktop machine (for development)
MATLAB Version: 8.0.0.783 (R2012b)
Operating System: Linux 3.2.0-40-generic #64-Ubuntu SMP
Mon Mar 25 21:22:10 UTC 2013 x86_64
• Parallel server (for testing)
MATLAB Version 7.10.0.499 (R2010a)
Operating System: Linux 2.6.32-358.0.1.el6.x86_64 #1 SMP
Wed Feb 20 11:05:23 EST 2013 x86_64

A.2

Hardware

The server on which all the experiments were run is a parallel machine with
128 GB RAM and 24 Intel R Xeon R X7542 processors, each clocked at 2.66
GHz and having six cores. The operating system was Red Hat Enterprise
Linux (RHEL) with Linux version 2.6.32.1.
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